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CHAIR KANE:

(Gavel).

16

17

I'd like to call to order the

18

Council's Budget and Finance Committee.

Today is

19

February 1st, 2005.

20

Johnson, Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla present.

21

for the time being, and I understand that they are

22

going to be on their way, is Members Carroll and

23

Hokama.

24

from today's proceedings is Councilmember Charmaine

25

Tavares.

For the record we have Members
Excused

Also present is Ms. Anderson, and excused
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Members, good afternoon.

1

We have several

2

items on our agenda today, and if -- unless there

3

are objections, we will be proceeding with the items

4

as presented on our agenda.

5

your attention, please, to the items that we have

6

listed.

7

public testimony.

And before we do so, Members, we have

Those of you who wish to sign up to testify,

8
9

The Chair can direct

please come forward.

I will provide you with three

10

minutes and a minute to conclude your comments.

11

do have one person signed up to testify.

12

can, please come forward, Ms. Katherine Masten.

13

just as a courtesy, I know we have emergency

14

personnel in here, but if you do have a cell phone

15

or pager, if you can put it to the silent mode,

16

other than our emergency personnel, weld appreciate

17

that.

18

Good afternoon, Ms. Masten.

19

please introduce yourself for the record.

20
21

We

If you
And

If you can

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

MS. MASTEN:

Yes, my name is Kathren Masten, a resident of

22

Maui for nearly 14 years.

Good afternoon, Honorable

23

Councilmember and Committee Chairperson Dain Kane

24

and concerned Council members of the Budget and

25

Finance Committee.

I am honored to be here today
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1

and thank the Committee members in advance for their

2

continued efforts to resolve a rather confusing

3

issue that has plagued the County's taxpayers,

4

Administration, and Council members for a very long

5

time.

6

Countless hours of valuable County Council

7

and Administration time have been consumed on the

8

abandoned vehicle issues, as well as hundreds of

9

thousands of taxpayer dollars exhausted in abandoned

10

vehicle towing and storage in the current physical

11

year alone.

12

vehicles collected this year still have not been

13

processed, which dates back almost a full year.

Currently nearly 2,000 abandoned

The program Director is now requesting $1.2

14
15

million in addition to the depleted 450,000 of

16

budgeted 2004-'05 funding for the program.

17

$450,000 supposedly disbursed to stow and tow -- to

18

store and tow cars around the island for seven

19

months.

20

program Director to spend the additionally requested

21

$1.2 million to tow the vehicles again, process

22

them, crush them, and store them again awaiting

23

final disposal of course.

24
25

That's

This leaves only five months for the

It seems that there is a lot more to this
County program than just abandoned vehicles and
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1

their ultimate destination.

Every year different

2

totals of abandoned vehicles collected off our

3

highways are tossed out in various meetings

4

throughout the County offices, community meetings,

5

as well as numerous newspaper articles.
Every year committees are discussing,

6

7

Administration is deciding, and taxpayers are

8

paying.

9

Beautification fees have been hiked to their maximum

In the last year and a half the Highway

10

with additional attempts to have that maximum

11

doubled, a 5 percent per gallon gas tax added, and

12

yearly discussions of a disposal fee for all

13

registered vehicles.

14

community continue to afford?

15

How much tax will the

As you know, these problems have been around

16

for many years, a tough and persistent problem.

17

then again, I urge you to consider what you would

18

pay if your car were towed for a roadside breakdown

19

or God forbid an accident.

20

average of 65 to 85 dollars and disposal of the

21

vehicles for $104.

22

approximately $200.

23

request before you today would allow for the towing

24

and disposal of nearly 6,250 vehicles, nearly four

25

years' worth of abandoned vehicles.

The tow would cost an

Maximum charges would average
At this cost your $1.25 million

Please consider
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1

these numbers and by all means re-check my math.

2

It's simple.

3

overhead percentage equals cost.

Tow, plus process, times small

What will be the final cost of the privilege

4

5

to drive in Maui?

I am a taxpayer, a permitted

6

vehicle processor, and very familiar with the

7

industry, the RFPs, and the laws that regulate this

8

industry.

9

the Committee members attain all the current and

I am very interested in helping to ensure

10

accurate information necessary to make a proper

11

decision with respect to their duty to the taxpaying

12

citizens of Maui.

13

Committee to verify all facts presented in regards

14

to this request, as many untruths are being

15

promulgated as full truths.

I also strongly urge the

I would like to further request, with the

16

17

Chairperson's permission, and if no objections are

18

expressed from the Committee members, a reservation

19

to speak prior to the closing of the issue to

20

clarify any issues I have brought to light that

21

might be misrepresented during the deliberation and

22

presentations of the other speakers and Committee

23

members on behalf of this budget request.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Mahalo.

Members, Ms. Masten is speaking

on Budget and Finance Item No. 54, for your
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1

information.

Any question for Ms. Masten, Members?

2

Hearing none.
Ms. Masten, just as far as your request in

3
4

the final portion of your comments, the Chair will

5

not be allowing you to come back later on and

6

testify more, but you do have every opportunity to

7

provide additional comments to the Committee via

8

written testimony.

9

and unless you're part of the Committee, I'm not

This is a Committee discussion,

10

going to allow you to be an ex officio of this

11

Committee.

12

opportunity to hear what's going on and you can

13

provide comments later on to any of the members or

14

to the Staff and we'd be more than happy to take it

15

in on the record.

16
17

MS. MASTEN:

So we'll please provide you with all

I understand, and thank you, sir, for your

consideration.

18

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

19

MS. MASTEN:

Thank you, Committee Members .

20
21

. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

For the record we do have Council

22

Chair Hokama as well as Vice-Chair of the Council

23

Mr. Carroll present this afternoon.

24

25

Is there anybody else who has not signed up
that wishes to come forward and testify?
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1

Members, the Chair without objections will leave the

2

podium open for a little more time to provide other

3

people that may be on their way to testify.

4

ITEM NO. 48:

AMENDING CDBG PROGRAM (DEPARTMENT OF FIRE
AND PUBLIC SAFETY, MOLOKAI)

5

6

CHAIR KANE:

With that, let's go ahead and move forward,

7

Members.

Direct your attention to Budget and

8

Finance Item No. 48, Amending the CDBG Program with

9

respects to the Department of Fire and Public

10

Safety, Molokai.

Here with us this afternoon we do

11

have Ms. Agnes Hayashi from the Community

12

Development Block Grant program.

13

And, Ms. Hayashi, why don't you go ahead and

14

give us some opening comments with respects to this

15

item.

16

MS. HAYASHI:

Thank you, Chair Kane.

Good afternoon,

17

Members of the Budget and Finance Committee.

18

you very much for the opportunity to discuss with

19

you today the Community Development Block Grant

20

proposed resolution entitled Amending Resolution

21

Number 02-61 to Clarify the County of Maui

22

Department of Fire and Public Safety Project for the

23

Community Development Block Grant program.

24
25

Thank

By way of background, this resolution serves
to simply reflect a change in project location
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1

regarding the community that this fire apparatus

2

will serve.

3

Fire and Public Safety to change the location from

4

Kaunakakai to Hoolehua because situating the support

5

apparatus at Hoolehua will provide a faster response

6

time in life safety and therefore better serve the

7

community.
The CDBG program supports the Department of

8
9

It is the request of the Department of

Fire and Public Safety's request for this change in

10

location and assures the Committee that the CDBG

11

requirements will continue to be met with this

12

change.

13

Committee's favorable consideration of this proposed

14

resolution.

15

CHAIR KANE:

18

I request the Budget and Finance

Thank you.

Thank you t Ms. Hayashi.
Members t are there any questions for Ms

16

17

Therefore t

Hayashi regarding this issue?

The floor is open

for questions.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR KANE:

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Question.

OkaYt Mr. Hokama.

Regarding the island of Molokai

t

we

22

are well aware that the whole island qualifies for

23

CDBG funding.

24

MS. HAYASHI:

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is that still pertinent?

That is correct.
Or accurate?
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1

MS. HAYASHI:

Yes, that is correct, Councilmember Hokama.

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Have you or the Department considered

3

instead of putting Hoolehua, just put any station on

4

the island of Molokai to allow them the flexibility

5

to put that equipment where it. best serves the

6

community, whether it be Pukoo,

7

Kaunakakai?

8
9

MS. HAYASHI:

Hool~hua,

or

Is that -- was that considered?

I believe that we had a few discussions on

it with Fire Chief.

It's been a few months.

Quite

10

frankly, it's been a few months since we had this

11

discussion, but we will take it under advisement and

12

I will further discuss this with our Fire Chief.

13
14

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So you are not in need of a Committee

decision today, from your comments?
MS. HAYASHI:

Councilmember Hokama, it would definitely
I would

16

be -- what you bring up is a good point.

17

encourage that this was a matter that we raised

18

because it's very important for us that our records

19

reflect the actual location and community that it

20

serves.

21

important.

22

discussions with the Fire Chief that it is -- it is

23

serving Hoolehua and it does meet the needs of

24

Hoolehua much better.

25

the permission of Chair Kane, we do have in our

Providing flexibility like that is
However, it is my understanding from my

But if I may -- if I may have
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1

chamber Fire Chief Kaupalolo, if that -- if you

2

would like to pursue this discussion, I would

3

appreciate your permission to bring down the Fire

4

Chief, if you so wish.

5

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Hokama, if the Chair may just ask real

6

briefly if the Chief is prepared to respond at this

7

time.
Chief, are you prepared to respond?

8
9

And if

so, why don't you go ahead and come forward.

If

10

not, we understand, since this is a question that

11

was not anticipated perhaps.

12

MR. KAUPALOLO, FROM THE AUDIENCE:

13

CHAIR KANE:

Please.

Chair, if I may.

Mr. Hokama, I'll give you the floor

14

as soon as we get Mr. -- Chief Kaupalolo introduced

15

on the record.
If you can, please state your name for the

16
17

18

record.
MR. KAUPALOLO:

Thank you.

19

Maui County.

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Carl Kaupalolo, Fire Chief,

Thank you, Chief.

Chief, I am

21

assuming you've heard the question I've supposed to

22

Ms. Hayashi.

23

Committee this afternoon?

24

MR. KAUPALOLO:

25

CHAIR KANE:

Do you have any comments for this

Yes, I have Chair, if I may answer.

Proceed.
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MR. KAUPALOLO:

Yes r I haver Mr. Hokama.

We did have some

2

discussion regarding this concern r and the concerns

3

are well taken r because I believe on the future

4

requests that we have we are looking into that where

5

we -- that one census track will be available so we

6

could move the equipment and have some flexibility

7

to do that within the same island.

8

similar to what we looked at if -- for Lanai r we

9

have one census r if we could r againr move -- should

I think itts

10

we need to in the future r that would be good

11

possibility for us.

12

some -- in a number of discussions r but this is a --

13

I guess the culmination of the discussion that weld

14

like to be able to have that flexibility to move the

15

equipment.

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So yes r we did discuss this and

So considering a revision to this

17

proposed resolution r that would be acceptable to

18

your Department r Chief?

19

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Yes, it would allow uS r again, that point

20

of having more flexibility to move the equipment to

21

Pukoo or Hoolehua or to Kaunakakai.

22
23

24
25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Hayashir does this meet the

requirements of HUD and the CDBG funding program?
MS. HAYASHI:

Councilmember Hokama r I believe it does r

with the understanding that the monitoring reports r
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1

which are required every quarter of the

2

subrecipient, is -- reflects current information.

3

And I say that not implying anything, because the

4

Fire Department has been sUbmitting their quarterly

5

reports, but what is key to the CDBG program is that

6

our records reflect current status of the projects.

7

And so I do not foresee a problem with that, as long

8

as our monitoring reports are current.

9
10
11
12
13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

Any further questions for Ms. Hayashi?

the Chief is available.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And

Mr. Mateo.

Chairman, thank you.

Good afternoon.

Agnes, I just wanted to

14

follow up with you, because in a prior discussion

15

this is exactly what we were talking about, yeah,

16

and the need with this resolution at this particular

17

point is essentially to take care of your

18

documentation requirements because the initial order

19

identified site specific Kaunakakai, and at this

20

particular point because this apparatus is now

21

better used in Hoolehua, we're kind of just dealing

22

with your documentation and your reporting

23

requirements.

24

recommendation will just make the -- avoid future

25

needs like this because we're now going to be

That's all this is.

So Mr. Hokama's
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1

identifying the total island regardless of which

2

station, yeah?

3

MS. HAYASHI:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

5

6

Yes, that is correct.
Thank you very much.

Thank you,

Chairman.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Further questions from the

7

members?

At this time, seeing no further questions,

8

Chair has maybe a question or two, because the

9

resolution that is being proposed for us, the

10

amending of the resolution discusses -- and let's

11

provide some clarity, so, Ms. Hayashi, if you can.

12

In the third whereas on the first page of the

13

resolution in our binders, Members, page I, it talks

14

about County of Maui Department of Fire and Public

15

Safety requested that it's project scope be changed

16

to purchase of a four-by-four utility vehicle for

17

the Hoolehua Fire Station.

18

this fire apparatus equipment exist or has yet to be

19

purchased and brought in?

20

background on that, please.

21

MS. HAYASHI:

Is this a piece of

Can you just provide some

Certainly, Chair Kane.

It already exists,

22

and the way the resolution is being presented is

23

just to replace the wording.

24

causes some confusion, but it's just to replace the

25

location site from Kaunakakai to Hoolehua, because

I apologize if it
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1

the original resolution identified Kaunakakai

2

because the project scope in the application cited

3

Kaunakakai.

4

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

With that being said and hearing

5

the discussion, it seems that there would be a need,

6

if the body so deems fit, that we need to have some

7

amendment language incorporated to provide the

8

flexibility for your reporting purposes.

9

the Exhibit B portion that specific apparatus

I note in

10

recognition deals with consensus areas, 318 Hoolehua

11

and 317 Kaunakakai.

12

incorporated.

13

assistance of Corp. Counsel, perhaps, Members, if

14

there are no objections, the Chair would suggest us

15

moving this to end of calendar to provide

16

Corporation Counsel and Ms. Hayashi, working with

17

the Chief, to provide us with some amending language

18

that we can take up at the end of calendar this

19

afternoon to vote on this item.

20

So language needs to be

Would you be able to, with the

The Chair does intend to move forward with

21

this request as it was stated, but due to the

22

information brought forward Chair has no problem

23

with moving forward with amended request.

24

objections to that, Members?

25

Ms. Agnes Hayashi, Corp. Counsel, Chief, any

Okay, hearing none,
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1

objections to us moving to end of calendar and

2

working to incorporate?

3

time frame, so if you can just provide some of your

4

comments to assist them with the flexibility, we

5

just want to make sure that you're on line with the

6

amended language that we're going to be proposed to

7

pass.

8

MR. KAUPALOLO:

9

CHAIR KANE:

10

Chief, I know you have a

That would be fine.

Okay, thank you very much.

Members, without

objections to move to end of calendar for today.

11

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused:

14

No objections.

Okay, thank you.

ACTION:

We'll go ahead and do that.
CT)

DEFER discussion of Item 48 to the end of
the calendar.

15
16

ITEM NO.2:

17

CHAIR KANE:

2005 CDBG PROGRAM (FY 2006 BUDGET)

Let's move forward on Budget and Finance Item

18

No.2, Members.

19

for the FY '06 Budget.

20

your attention to that item in your separate

21

binders.

24
25

If you can please direct

Ms. Hayashi, any opening comments for this

22

23

This is for the 2005 CDBG program

request?
MS. HAYASHI:

Yes, sir, if I may.

Thank you, Chair Kane.

I very much appreciate the Committee's time today,
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1

and also providing us with the opportunity to

2

discuss with you the Community Development Block

3

Grant program and proposed resolution before you

4

authorizing the filing of an application with the

5

Department of Housing and Urban Development, United

6

States of America for a grant under the Community

7

Development Block Grant program.

8
9

As all of you are already familiar with the
CDBG program, this afternoon I would just like to

10

briefly touch upon a few highlights of the program.

11

The CDBG program was created by the Housing and

12

Development Act of 1974 and is one of the oldest

13

programs in HUD.

14

the entitlements and HUD-administered State Small

15

Cities Program requirements.

16

Congress, it is a flexible program with broad

17

national objectives targeted for promoting community

18

revitalization to principally benefit low and

19

moderate income persons.

20

various jurisdiction on a formula basis which takes

21

into account population, extent of poverty, extent

22

of housing overcrowding.

23

The program is administered under

As enacted by

Funds are allocated to the

The County of Maui has participated in the

24

CDBG program since its enactment in 1974 through the

25

submission of consolidated plans.

And over the past
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1

30 years that the County has participated, it has

2

received in total well over $35 million in CDBG

3

funds for our community.

4

continued to follow for the second consecutive year

5

a competitive application RFP process for the

6

solicitation and selection of projects.

7

improved this process by completely redesigning the

8

application packet for the benefit of the applicants

9

by including more program and regulatory

The County CDBG program

We further

10

information, providing clearer and more detailed

11

instructions and a checklist, and fully disclosing

12

the screening and rating criteria.

13

We also stepped up our community outreach and

14

accessibility with including notification

15

publications in Molokai1s The Dispatch, and The

16

Lanai Times, besides our standard publication in The

17

Maui News.

18

entire application packet on line, and we held an

19

application workshop open to the public at the onset

20

of the application period to provide necessary and

21

requested technical assistance.

22

importantly we also incorporated the suggestions of

23

the Council that were raised from last year.

24

We held an earlier application period to allow for

25

another open application period if requested.

We also for the first time put the

But very
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1

application period this year was held in August

2

2004, two months earlier than the prior year.

3

We increased the evaluation and selection

4

panel from three members to five members with one

5

alternate.

6

individuals with various disciplines and

7

professional experiences which complemented each

8

other in fulfilling the panel's purpose.

9

members included the Prosecuting Attorney,

Furthermore, the panel included

The

10

Ms. Davelynn Tengani Deputy Planning Director,

11

Mr. Wayne Boteilhoi Executive Assistant, Ms. Diane

12

Wakamatsui Risk Manager, Mr. Gary Gatesi Finance

13

Director, Mr. Kalbert Young, as alternate; and yours

14

truly making the fifth member of the panel.

15

Lastly, to address the Council's desire to

16

decrease the dependency on County funding, we added

17

an evaluation criteria to consider the project's

18

success at leveraging funds.

19

Councilmembers, I thank you for your insight

20

and recommendations and the opportunity to further

21

improve Maui County's CDBG program to better serve

22

our community.

23

projects for funding with the HUD Fiscal Year 2005

24

allocation of $2,293,143.

25

here address many of our community's basic high

The resolution before you recommends

The projects recommended
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1

priority needs.

2

throughout our County, on Molokai, Lanai, and Maui,

3

and they are estimated to benefit and serve over

4

30,000 low and moderate income persons of our

5

County.

6

They are geographically dispersed

These projects include the Public Works

7

programs at various locations project for $520,000,

8

which provides for Countywide accessibility and

9

improvements to roadway infrastructure; the Lanai

10

fire apparatus project for $450,000, which enhances

11

emergency response and public welfare; the Molokai

12

General Hospital renovation project for $500,000,

13

which provides for basic public health and medical

14

treatment services; the Lanai police emergency

15

vehicles project for 59,000, which provides for

16

improved emergency response and rescue; and lastly,

17

the Hale Mahaolu Ehiku Senior Center project for

18

$369,542, which supports and assists in meeting the

19

needs of our elderly.

20

These five projects, along with the CDBG

21

program administration funding, address critical

22

priority needs identified by our own community

23

through our 2005-2009 consolidated plan needs

24

assessment.

25

our County and will meet various needs in serving a

These projects are situated throughout
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1

significant number of low and moderate income

2

beneficiaries with their successful implementation.

3

As the CDBG Program Manager for the County(

4

I respectfully ask our Honorable Budget and Finance

5

Chair and Committee members for your favorable

6

consideration of the CDBG resolution before you.

7

Should you have any specific questions about a

8

particular project, please know that the

9

representatives from each of our proposed projects

10
11

12

are in attendance today.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you very much.

Thank you, Ms. Hayashi.
Members ( before the Chair does open up for

13

comment or questions r the Chair does note that

14

within the administrative -- CDBG program

15

administration component of the application located

16

in your resolution( I will direct your attention

17

that there is an expansion position, a CDBG

18

Specialist SRJ-20 request for $47(892 that's

19

included in the request ( and this has been a long

20

awaited item to help the CDBG program take it to the

21

next level in servicing all the accounts that is

22

within the program.

23

note that that is also included within the

24

administrative component.

25

The floor is open.

So I just want to make that

Chair will recognize any
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member wishing to be recognized for questions.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Chair, question.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you.

The resolution that

5

I have in my packet here, it's for $2,404,518, and

6

you mentioned 2,200,000 somewhat dollars.

7

MS. HAYASHI:

Yes.

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

MS. HAYASHI:

The difference?

Councilmember Pontanilla, this resolution

10

that we're reviewing today is actually the third

11

revised resolution.

12

at probably is the resolution that was submitted

13

prior to HUD's final release of the numbers which

14

the President signed in December 2004.

15

subsequently, early January we did revise the

16

resolution to reflect the final allocation released

17

by the President and Congress.

18

CHAIR KANE:

The one that you may be looking

So

Mr. Pontanilla and Members, if you can direct

19

your attention to a memo dated January 12th, 2005 to

20

the Chair of Budget and Finance Committee from

21

Ms. Agnes Hayashi, and the attached resolution I

22

believe would be the most current resolution that

23

we're reviewing that reflect the numbers that

24

Ms. Hayashi noted in her opening remarks.

25

January 12th,

So the

'OS memo, and it's about the fourth
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stapled item in your packet, should be.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

Thank you.
Any questions?

Member Mateo.

Thank you, Chairman.

Ms. Hayashi, I guess referring back to that

5

6

memo of January 12th, the reduction of 111,375, how

7

does that impact the last project that would have

8

received those monies?

9

I think in the past we've talked about the

I guess my concern would be

10

opportunity of providing the funds to actually get

11

the project done.

12

the last project, what would the status of that

13

project be?

14

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Hayashi.

15

MS. HAYASHI:

Thank you.

With a reduction of this amount,

If I may, when we start the

16

process, it is based -- and this is -- this is

17

consistent with prior year and the other counties,

18

when we start the process -- and this year it was

19

two months earlier, we are using planning estimates,

20

and the planning estimates are actually released by

21

HUD in Washington.

22

is assumed to be likely to remain constant.

23

So those are -- it is very -- it

Unfortunately, this year it was not and we

24

did -- we were subject to a reduction.

25

process involves such that the applicants understand
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1

that this being a competitive process based on

2

rating and scoring, that should there be an

3

adjustment to the planning estimate, the last ranked

4

projects are affected.

5

policy since -- from prior year.

And we've maintained that

In this particular case -- and you're

6

7

familiar with that last ranked project because we

8

had submitted our Council resolution previously

9

before the estimates came in -- before the -- before

10

the final numbers were released, and what that does

11

is that is not -- it no longer becomes a funded

12

project.

13

CHAIR KANE:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

15

Mr. Mateo.

eliminated altogether at this point?

16

MS. HAYASHI:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

18

MS. HAYASHI:

19
20

So the last project, then, is not

It is.
It is, okay.

It is no longer in the proposal as a project

recommended for funding.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

And then with this particular

21

cut, your CDBG office, is this something that you're

22

anticipating for the next number of years to get

23

these reductions in what -- what

24

we normally would have been receiving?

25

MS. HAYASHI:

the funds that

I'm sorry, can you please repeat the
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question?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

You don't see this as a trend in the

reduction of Federal monies through CDBG programs?
MS. HAYASHI:

Councilmember Mateo, at this point we have

5

no information.

6

the Oahu office and they do not have any information

7

at all yet.

8

information being released, but when the final

9

you know, I really am not able to say it, or not

10
11
12
13
14

We -- I have been in contact with

There's -- we anticipate more

familiar at this point.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

You're not familiar with prior years

of reduction?
MS. HAYASHI:

Oh, actually, I do have a history.

I have a

30-year history that I have prepared.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

16

MS. HAYASHI:

I don't want 30 years.

But reductions in the past have been --

17

there has been reductions in the past, and it's

18

fluctuated.

19

the way -- it's a formula program.

20

different factors, as I mentioned, poverty,

21

population, extent of housing overcrowding, and so

22

it just depends on how our County demographics turn

23

out that year.

24

that is the fact that Congress chose to do an across

25

the board cut.

And it's -- it's primarily because of
It's based on

This year, you know, compounded with

So that came into playas well.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

So it had nothing to do

2

with the ability to actually see the projects

3

through fruition.

4

you say, so nothing to do with your track -- our

5

track record of getting projects done?

6

MS. HAYASHI:

It's just across the board, as

Oh, absolutely not.

Councilmember Mateo, if

7

I can direct you -- and that was the very reason why

8

I also included the letter from HUD in your packet

9

dated December 21st where they explained that this

10

was not anticipated and it was due to the fact that

11

HUD's budget is included in the Omnibus

12

Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2005.

13

that did was it dictated whichever programs were --

14

as part of this Act were -- had it across the board.

15

It does not have any bearing on our performance.

16

Because as you know, actually, our performance as a

17

county has been improving.

18

it's very unfortunate.

19

something that was not in our control.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

21
MS. HAYASHI:

23

CHAIR KANE:

25

So more so that's why

But, yeah, this was

Thank you very much.

Thank you, Chair.

22

24

And what

You're welcome.
Thank you, Mr. Mateo.

Any further questions

from any of the members at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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1

have some questions regarding the administrative

2

account budget.

3

CHAIR KANE:

Proceed.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Agnes { you have an attachment to

5

your January 12th transmittal and it discusses -- it

6

shows a breakdown of your administrative account

7

budget.

8
9

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Anderson{ before you proceed, Members,

for your information{ that looks like the second to

10

the last page of that January 12th packet, and it

11

has a breakdown of the program account budget.

12
13

Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you{ Mr. Chair.

11m just

14

curious because 11m new at this game { so I thought I

15

should jump in and ask some questions for

16

clarification.

17

three and you Ire going to add one more; is that

18

correct?

It looks like you have a staff of

19

MS. HAYASHI:

Thatls correct.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Under professional services, it

21

shows $10{000, can I ask you what the professional

22

services are that you engage?

23

MS. HAYASHI:

Certainly.

The professional services -- we

24

actually had also a budget item last year in

25

professional services{ it was more than this, but
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1

professional services, what we have here is I'm

2

using it -- or attempt to use it if necessary in the

3

area of direct construction management, should it be

4

needed.

5

right now for us.

It really is just a -- it's a safety issue

You see, the CDBG Specialist position, the

6
7

position we're trying to add right now, is a

8

recommendation from HUD from prior year actually,

9

and that position is to focus on direct management

10

of our projects in the area of technical compliance,

11

like Davis Bacon, Uniform Accessibility Standards,

12

environmental.

13

our office besides our other responsibilities, but

14

what we need is dedicated -- dedicated resources so

15

we can provide the technical assistance to move

16

these projects along.

17

position is there.

18

Right now it's being handled within

And that's why the Specialist

This professional services is to assist in

19

that area.

20

position, it takes a while for a training or it may

21

take a while, just the transition, and this was to

22

go and

23

available should we require immediate direct

24

oversight and we would do an RFP.

25

provide some latitude where, as you know, we were

Because as you know, when you hire a

to be able to have these funding -- funds

It's also to
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1

faced with a large backlog last year.

2

say -- I'm very proud to say that the staff worked

3

really hard and we've reduced that backlog from 46

4

projects to -- anyway, it's reduced by 60 percent.

5

We brought it down by 60 percent.

6

we could also use assistance in just with the

7

filing, the funding here could also -- may also be

8

used for that area.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I'm happy to

However, that

So you have oversight of these

10

projects as they proceed and you have to send

11

somebody to -- during certain phases to check on

12

what they're doing?

13

MS. HAYASHI:

Yes, we do.

It's part of our compliance

14

monitoring requirement under the Code of Federal

15

Regulations.

16
17

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And so that would explain the

$23,000 in airfare for one year?
MS. HAYASHI:

No.

The $23,000 is really

what's -- that

19

is related to training.

20

training fees and the airfare, because of our 100

21

percent turn over in staffing in 2003, our staff is

22

entirely

23

training in the area of technical compliance.

24

because of our backlog I deferred all training

25

there was no training that was done -- many of these

there is

You will see that in the

there is a great need for
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1

professional trainings are put on by HUD and they

2

are in Texas, they're in Chicago, they're in

3

they're on the mainland.

4

management decision that we deferred all mainland

5

travel since the turn over in 2003 because there was

6

just too much to take care of, and to take the week

7

away or two weeks away was just -- you know, I did

8

not feel that we could afford that time, especially

9

because we had the needs that we had to address, you

10

And it was a conscious

know, on site.

11

So what we've done is we've relied heavily on

12

the other counties, we've developed a relationship

13

with our HUD office, and we did a lot of remote

14

training.

15

you know, now that we have a year under our belts,

16

you know, nothing can take the place of formal

17

training, and so I come before the Council

18

requesting this because that is something that I

19

think our staff is ready for.

20

at the point that we could really benefit from this.

21

And so we are including a lot more training this

22

year.

23
24
25

And that did serve a good purpose, but,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

We're in the -- we're

So that 23,000 is related

strictly to training, not to oversight?
MS. HAYASHI:

No, that's correct, that's strictly for
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training.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

And one more question,

Mr. Chair.

4

CHAIR KANE:

Proceed.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

For rent you have $30,000 listed.

6

Could you explain that?

7

County building, so why do you pay rent?

8
9

MS. HAYASHI:

Certainly.

I mean I know you1re in the

That's a very good question,

Councilmember Anderson.

This -- this is for -- in

10

anticipation of the County's desire to have some

11

departments relocate to One Main Plaza.

12

anticipation of that, I have included rent for

13

for our office.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

15

CHAIR KANE:

So in

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Any further

16

questions from the members?

17

just has one question that I didn't catch in an

18

opportunity I had to meet with Ms. Hayashi.

19

there a cap on administrative costs allowable under

20

the CDBG program?

21

MS. HAYASHI:

Hearing none.

Chair Kane, yes, there is a cap.

Chair

Is

The Code

22

of Federal Regulations stipulates that the program

23

administration cannot exceed 20 percent of the total

24

allocation, and our allocation is below that.

25

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Chair notes 17.2 percent,
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Members.

I thought it was 15.

2

the question.

That's why I asked

Thank you.

Any further questions, Members?

3

Chair will

4

give any member any opportunity to review their

5

notes.

6

recommendation on the item that we have before us.

Hearing none.

The Chair is ready to make a

Members, the Chair will recommend the passage

7

8

of the resolution authorizing the filing of an

9

application with the Department of Housing and Urban

10

Development, United States of America for a grant

11

under the Community Development Block Grant program

12

and filing of all communications.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So moved.

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15

CHAIR KANE:

Second.

I have a motion and a second from Members

16

Molina and Pontanilla.

17

discussion?

18

We are in discussion.

Any

Member Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I just want to thank Ms. Hayashi

19

and her staff for coming forward and meeting

20

individually also with us on this issue prior to the

21

meeting today, because I think it helped to -- at

22

least in my situation, helped me to understand what

23

improvements are being made in the program, what

24

suggestions were taken into consideration with the

25

restructuring, the justification for some of the
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requests that are being made today.

2

And also I want to commend you, Ms. Hayashi,

3

and your staff members as well as some of the HUD

4

personnel too for really stepping up to the plate

5

and putting this program on a track that I think is

6

very responsible.

7

moving on a track that is getting our house in order

8

in this particular department, because I know in the

9

past that was not the case and we were concerned

It certainly seems that we're

10

about possibilities of maybe even putting CDBG funds

11

or a program at risk.

12

want to commend you for your actions in this regard.

13

Thank you.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

So I want to thank you and I

Any further discussion?

Before

15

we call for the vote, Staff, is there any

16

corrections, non-substantive or otherwise, that the

17

Committee needs to take note of?

18
19
20

MS. KOLLER:

No, Mr. Chair.

Everything's fine with the

resolution.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay, thank you.

Members, the Chair calling

21

for the vote, unless we have any further questions

22

or comments in discussion.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Ms. Anderson.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I'd just

24

like to make sort of a general comment.

25

think all the projects that have been accepted under
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1

this grant are worthy projects, I know we need -- we

2

need all of these projects to happen for the

3

betterment of the whole County, but I would like to

4

make a comment that I hope in the future Maui County

5

could move towards using these funds to assist lower

6

income people.

7

That is really the primary function of these

8

funds, and I don't see us using these funds in that

9

manner, even though the projects will -- most of

10

these projects will assist most people in the County

11

where the project is located.

12

they anticipate servicing 30-some-thousand people,

13

but I would like to see the County make a better

14

effort towards assisting lower income people with

15

these funds, rather than specific projects for

16

equipment.

17
18
19

CHAIR KANE:

As Ms. Hayashi said,

That's my only comment.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Member Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I

had one more comment too, that

20

during the discussion -- and Agnes and I did visit

21

about this.

22

Federal mandate that's currently, you know,

23

basically advocating for trying to make number one

24

priority of finding solutions for homelessness in

25

the United States of America, and that the one

I was really disappointed with the
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1

project that got bumped, which really helped us,

2

which was the Family Life Center that would be

3

involving construction of bathrooms for the

4

homeless, that as a result of the reduction in

5

funding at the Federal level, that that was one

6

project that got moved out for consideration.

7

So I really am disappointed not in

8

Ms. Hayashi l s choice but in the Federal movement and

9

reduction of funds.

Because 11m sure we l re not the

10

only area that is trying to work on this really

11

important issue, and I think that my own feeling is

12

put your money where your mouth is.

13

to advocate for policy, then we really need to have

14

the financial wherewithal to carry out those

15

policies.

16

decision to reduce this funding.

17
18
19

CHAIR KANE:

MS. HAYASHI:

So I was disappointed in the Federal

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

discussion?

If you l re going

Thank you.
Any further

Ms. Hayashi, any comments?

Thank you, Chair Kane.

I just wanted to

20

provide a point of clarification.

I apologize if

21

there was some confusion here, but the 30,000 that I

22

mentioned that will benefit our low and moderate

23

income beneficiaries -- to be considered for CDBG

24

project you must principally benefit low and

25

moderate income.

So just for clarify it does
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many of these projects do service a wide

1

service

2

variety of persons in our community, but they

3

principally benefit through the screening process

4

the low and moderate income, and these are as

5

defined by HUD.

6

was not clear.

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

none.

So I just wanted to clarify if I
Thank you.

Thank you.

Any further discussion?

Hearing

Members, we're voting on the resolution and

9
10

the filing of all said communications that are

11

attached to the item.

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

13

CHAIR KANE:

14

VOTE: AYES:

Opposed?

15
16
17
18
19

All in favor, say "aye."

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC.:

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll,
Johnson, Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Tavares.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION of resolution and
FILING of communication.

20
21

CHAIR KANE:

Let the record show it's unanimous with one

22

excused, Member Tavares.

23

move on to the full Council as a recommendation of

24

this Committee.

25

Motion passes.

Thank you, Ms. Hayashi.

We will see you
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1

later on I think this afternoon when we take up the

2

reconsideration of the amended resolution for the

3

Department of Fire and Public Safety.

4

MS. HAYASHI:

Okay?

Thank you very much, Chair Kane and Members

5

of the Budget and Finance Committee for your support

6

and input.

7

ITEM NO. 44:

8

9

CHAIR KANE:

AMENDING FY 2005 BUDGET, DEPARTMENT OF WATER
SUPPLY (INCREASE FIELD OPERATIONS PROGRAM
EQUIVALENT PERSONNEL COUNT BY 5.0)

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, let's go ahead

10

and move forward.

Direct your attention to BF-44,

11

Amending the Fiscal Year '05 Budget, Department of

12

Water Supply, Increase Field Operations Program

13

Equivalent Personnel Count by 5.0 Personnel.

14

believe we do have the Deputy Director of Water here

15

with us this afternoon, so the Chair will invite him

16

down, please.

I

17

And thank you, again, Ms. Hayashi.

18

Members, we'll just take a moment along with

19

our new Budget Director, Mr. Alan Visitacion, and

20

we'll just take a moment to get them settled.

21

and before we proceed, Members, the Chair will

22

provide Mr. Visitacion the opportunity to introduce

23

himself to the Committee and to provide us with

24

opening comments regarding BF-44.

25

Mr. Visitacion.
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1

MR. VISITACION:

Aloha, Chair Kane and Committee Members.

2

Mahalo for welcoming me onto -- into the chambers

3

this afternoon, and I look forward to working with

4

all of you.

5

introducing this bill.

I'd like to continue with -- with

Before you is a proposed bill to increase the

6
7

field operations program equivalent personnel count

8

by five in conjunction with requirements by the

9

State Department of Health Safe Drinking Water

10

Branch's -- Branch.

11

request and ask your consideration in recommending

12

the passage of this proposed bill.

13

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

We are in support of this

Mahalo.

And we also have with us our

14

Deputy Director of the Water Supply, Mr. Jeff

15

Pearson.

16

have received a letter dated -- or a memo dated July

17

31,

18

questions that I had at a prior meeting with the

19

Director.

20

to you.

And just as a note, Members, I believe we

'05 responding to some comments that I -- some

I don't know if you have that available

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

23

CHAIR KANE:

January?
January.

January 31, so, yeah, yesterday, it's a

24

response letter, and it comes from Mr. Tengan,

25

Director, and it has a schematic -- flushing
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1

schematic that's attached.

It's just to give you

2

folks a better visual of what the duties of these

3

five personnel are.

4

meeting that I held with Director and Deputy

5

Director of Water with respects specific to this

6

item.

7

information for you folks in anticipation of maybe

8

some questions, although the Chair obviously can't

9

anticipate all the questions that you folks might

And this is a result of a

So this, again, just provided some

10

have.

11

you can identify yourself for the record, please.

12

MR. PEARSON:

With that opening comments, Mr. Pearson, if

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good afternoon,

13

Members of the Council.

14

1'm Deputy Director of Department of Water Supply,

15

and I do appreciate Chairman Kane having us come

16

ahead of time and kind of clarify things and answer

17

a few questions, and then the result was the

18

information that you have in front of you with the

19

sketch.

20

My name is Jeff Pearson.

1'11 give you just a brief background to how

21

this letter, this June 23rd, 2004 letter that you

22

have in your packet, I think it was part of the

23

October 28th, 2004 correspondence for the original

24

request for this bill.

25

result of all the issues that Upcountry has been

That June 23rd letter was a
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1

having with the lead in the -- of some homes' taps,

2

and you know working with Department of Health, with

3

direction from the EPA, we've been doing a lot of

4

different efforts to relieve this lead situation

5

Upcountry.

6

Without putting -- they'd install these

7

things.

If you remember, we went with C9, and that

8

was an orthophosphoric acid -- orthophosphoric

9

additive, and with the C9, as much as -- about

10

approximately a year later there was complaints

11

Upcountry about rashes, itchy skin, irritations, a

12

lot of different health issues that mayor may not

13

have been directly related to this, but at least it

14

opened our eyes that there may be an issue.

15

Following the C9 we changed to phosphoric

16

acid, and the complaints reduced somewhat but there

17

were still complaints that were coming from

18

Upcountry.

19

Department of Health to do something besides having

20

additives, we were able to -- with more than one

21

discussion and speaking with the higher ups in the

22

Department of Health, able to go look at a pH

23

control where we would raise the pH of the system

24

using soda ash, which we use in the system anyway.

25

And by raising the pH the hope was that you'd reduce

So kind of putting the pressure on
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1

the corrosivity of the water.

And at that point is

2

when this June 23rd letter came out.
And I keep refer to this because this is

3
4

where there's a clear direction from Department of

5

Health for this uni-directional flushing program as

6

part of changing over from the phosphoric acid to

7

the high pH lead control.

8

here, but Item No. -- I think it's Item No.5 --

9
10

CHAIR KANE:
MR. PEARSON:

There's other issues in

Item 4 on page 4.
Excuse me.

Item 4 on page 4, Maui

11

Department of Water Supply shall implement a

12

uni-directional distribution system flushing program

13

for Makawao, Lower Kula, and Upper Kula.

14

all three systems in the Upcountry system.

15

uni-directional flushing distribution system

16

flushing program should be implemented using a

17

step-by-step engineering procedure with sufficient

18

detail.

19

of staff, and we did not ever have staff dedicated

20

to flushing.

21

the laboratory, and then we augmented those with

22

staff from our distribution system, the field

23

operations side.

24

we'll have five laborers that will be dedicated to

25

this flushing program.

So that's
The

So in doing this properly, it takes a lot

We had some staff that were used from

So hopefully if this is approved,
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1
2

3

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Members, let's open the floor.

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yes, thank you very much,

4

Mr. Chairman, and my questions are for the Deputy

5

Director of the Department.
Good afternoon, Mr. Pearson.

6

I just needed

7

some further classification on the five positions.

8

According to the letter from Mr. Wong dated June

9

23rd, 2004, at least from my reading, it doesn't

10

make it clear that they're recommending any specific

11

number of personnel.

12

people is strictly coming from the Department.

13

do we need five,

14

two?

15

MR. PEARSON:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

MR. PEARSON:

The recommendation for five
Why

I mean instead of, say, three or

Can you further explain that to us?
Well, to be honest I'm not

Mr. Chair.

Please.
To be honest, I'm not in the field every

18

day, but in working with our laboratory and, again,

19

with our Field Operations Division Head, there's

20

three systems and there's continuous flushing

21

throughout the three systems.

22

complex.

23

of areas that need to be flushed on a regular basis

24

to remove the stagnant or hopefully not too stagnant

25

water.

The systems are quite

There's a lot of dead ends.

There's a lot

So it was determined by the Division Head in
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1

working with our laboratory that the five positions

2

would be needed full time continuously to relieve --

3

you know, to do a good job with the uni-directional

4

flushing.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Now, will the State's

6

Department of Health requirements be on a temporary

7

basis or is this a permanent recommendation from the

8

Department of Health?

9

you're looking -- you're asking for five permanent

I bring that up because

10

positions versus, say, five temporary positions.

11

Can you clarify that for us.

12

MR. PEARSON:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

The positions will be

13

permanent.

We are planning -- again, we're not

14

asking for any additional funds in the '05 Budget,

15

but we will be asking for additional funds in the

16

'06 Budget.

17

want to go back to the additives, and by continuing

18

this soda ash, the pH adjustment, and by following

19

the direction of the Department of Health we would

20

like to continue with the uni-directional flushing

21

as opposed to an alternate method of this corrosion

22

control.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

One way to look at that is we don't

One more question, Chair.

I

make

24

reference to Director Tengan's comments on the June

25

31st memo on the back page regarding the question
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1

that you had for the Department, Mr. Chairman,

2

regarding the justification for the five positions.

3

In Mr. Tengan's last statement he mentions that the

4

people that are currently staffing the flushing team

5

are Pipe Fitter Helpers and occasionally Pipe Fitter

6

I personnel.

7

of work.

8

way for the Department of Water Supply to operate.

9

So if you could just kind of help me understand how

They are over qualified for this kind

It is not an efficient or cost-effective

10

adding on five additional permanent positions, how

11

will this make, you know, this matter more cost

12

effective or more efficient?

13

MR. PEARSON:

Mr. Chair, what it's going to do is it's

14

going to free up though Pipe Fitter Helpers to do

15

the work that's more clearly defined in their

16

position, and laborers are the lower

17

and a lower cost.

18

increase the cost because we're going to add five

19

employees, but the -- I guess the tasks that they do

20

will be at a more -- what's the word -- consistent

21

with the job that's required.

22

will do a higher level work than just flush.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

lower wage

So of course it's going to

So the Pipe Fitters

Do you know offhand what the wage

24

differences are between let's say a Pipe Fitter I

25

versus a laborer?
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MR. PEARSON:

I'm sorry, Mr. Chair, I don't have those

specifics with me.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

4

Chairman.

5
6

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

first.

10

Thank you,

The floor is open, Members.

Mr. Hokama.

7

9

Okay, thank you.

CHAIR KANE:

You wanted to go, Danny?

Mr. Mateo.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

You can go

Mr. Hokama yields the floor.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

11

Thank you, Chair.

12

Mr. Pearson, thank you very much.

I think

13

I'm still having problems with five bodies, five

14

bodies to do flushing, flushing for Kula -- for

15

Makawao, Upper Kula, and Lower Kula.

16

me that these people will be responsible just to do

17

the flushing.

18

with five individuals, what is the timetable so they

19

can take care of flushing all of the hydrants that

20

is in need of flushing?

21

very little in understanding what their

22

responsibility is, what their charge is insofar as

23

does the Department have a timetable in addressing

24

when they should be complete in a cycle of flushing

25

all of the hydrants in this particular area?

You're telling

Flushing of how many hydrants?

And

And, I mean, what I get is
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1

still not clear as to, one, the need for five

2

bodies, and two, the scope of their responsibility

3

that warrants five bodies to do one -- one major

4

responsibility.

5

that so I can get a better understanding of the

6

Department's request.

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

MR. PEARSON:

9

So if you can just try to expand on

Mr. Pearson, if you're prepared to respond.
Yeah, I may have to apologize because I

don't have the greatest detail that you're asking

10

for.

11

for you, and I'm not going to try to guess on the

12

timetable.

13

is quite, what's the word, complex.

14

there's a lot of dead ends and winding roads and so

15

forth.

16

experience that the laboratory has had prior for the

17

effort that's required.

18

possible, the laboratory sometimes provide four or

19

three people and our field operations will provide

20

two or three others.

21

Unfortunately I don't have an exact timetable

I know that, you know, again, the system
You know,

I relied on my Division Head and on the

I know that in the past, if

So I apologize, Mr. Chair.

I don't have that

22

specific response to give you a timetable.

23

that it -- it's a bit time consuming because

24

depending on the spacing of the hydrants, the size

25

of the pipe and so, they'll flush a hydrant between
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1

five to ten minutes, the hydrant will be open, water

2

will be flowing through the hydrant, once the

3

hydrant -- once they -- based on the calculations

4

that they receive, once the water is assumed to be

5

flushed, then they'll take a quick chlorine sample,

6

and if there's chlorine residual in the water

7

they'll stop their flushing and move on down the

8

line.

9

I'm sorry I can't give you a specific timetable.

So that's the general method of flushing, but

10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

11

CHAIR KANE:

12

13

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Hokama, you have the floor,

followed by Ms. Anderson.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I'm listening to the

14

Department's responses to the members' questions.

15

Did the Department consider using their ability with

16

Personnel Services to do emergency hires to take

17

care of this need --

18

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Pearson.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. PEARSON:

on an interim basis?

That's a great question.

Yes, Mr. Hokama,

21

that is where we are at right now.

At the present

22

time we have asked and gone through the Mayor and

23

working with Department of Personnel Services to

24

reallocate positions as of -- as of -- you know, at

25

the present time we're reallocating existing vacant
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1

positions, two laborer positions, and trying to fill

2

those positions now.

3

and hopefully if the positions become permanent,

4

then we can transfer those -- well, weIll reallocate

5

the position back because weIll have a new position

6

for laborer for those people to fill.

7

present time welre doing that right now.

8
9

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And then at a future time when

So at the

11m listening well to your

comments, Mr. Pearson.

You know, unfortunately I

10

reviewed the response by your Department to Chairman

11

Kanels questions, and I can tell you your response

12

to his Question No. 2 did not answer the question,

13

but what 11m listening to is you and the Budget

14

Office feel confident that therels sufficient

15

funding in the current budget that additional

16

resources are not required.
Two, at this point in time in the process by

17

18

the time Council does and if it gives you second and

19

final reading, and then you take your three months

20

to establish your positions, your fiscal yearls

21

over.

22

the budget review so the Committee can review this

23

in view of the total Departmentls needs?

24

this knowing you have a Water Rate Task Force

25

viewing increasing revenue for the Department.

So why process this now and not wait until
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1

I would think someone would be smart enough to ask

2

for an audit to justify those type of

3

considerations.
So, one, is that a correct assessment on my

4
5

part why you don't need more money for these new

6

positions?

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

MR. PEARSON:

9

Mr. Pearson.
To answer your first question about the

funding, we have -- for the current fiscal year we

10

have $159,000 in the emergency funds, and that will

11

be transferred to field operations program to fund

12

these positions for this fiscal year.

13

Answer to your second question, that's a good

14

question.

15

first request it was October 28th where we asked to

16

begin this process, and you're right, we're coming

17

close to the next budget session.

18

asking the questions and while Councilman Mateo was

19

asking about the details, it crossed my mind that

20

that may be a time at budget when we have to come

21

before this group again to look at the budget, and

22

to get these five additional positions permanent

23

that we may be able to -- or we can at that time

24

provide more detail, as Mr. Mateo had requested.

25

I know just based by the date of the

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So while you were

If I may, please.
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1

CHAIR KANE:

Proceed.

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Has your Department personnel done an

3

analysis to see whether or not a contract for

4

services would better serve your needs than asking

5

us for five permanent positions?

6

CHAIR KANE:

7

MR. PEARSON:

Mr. Pearson.
I'm not aware of any analysis for a contract

8

for services.

If I can at least backtrack a little

9

bit, Chair, the other reason that you asked as far

10

as why not wait until the next budget and so forth,

11

one -- one reason -- another answer to that is

12

there's been

13

out mailings to the community and Upper Kula system.

14

We are in the process -- we need to get final

15

Department of Health approval, but we're in the

16

process of switching the disinfection in the Upper

17

Kula system back.

18

chlorine, and we're looking at switching back

19

February 10th to chloramines.

20

hopefully get these positions -- these laborers in

21

place at that time so we can again flush the system

22

of the chlorine to be replaced with the chloramine.

23

So there's a portion of another answer to your

24

question on timing.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

we had it in the paper and we sent

Right now we're on chlorine free

And we're pushing to

What was that date again, Mr. Pearson?
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1

MR. PEARSON:

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

4

February 10th.
You're never going to make it, not

with this request.
MR. PEARSON:

Mr. Chair.

That's why I was telling you

5

that we are working on that other -- the other

6

direction of reallocating these positions from

7

vacant positions to the laborer -- I realize we

8

won't make it here with the Council.

9

we're working on the other direction of reallocating

10
11

That's why

these positions.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And you are aware that Council

12

anticipates a reorganizational chart to be submitted

13

to us?

14

MR. PEARSON:

15
16

Yes, that would be -- Mr. Chair.

would be part of the budget process.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, that

I would --

That's just standard for changes by

17

any department.

18

collective bargaining representatives are in clear

19

understanding of the need to make whatever

20

adjustments you folks are going to be proposing?

21

MR. PEARSON:

And this is something that your

I'm not aware -- excuse me, Mr. Chair.

I'm

22

not aware of the specifics of the discussion with

23

collective bargaining, but I'm sure that my other

24

employees have followed through on that process.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

But not certain?
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1

MR. PEARSON:

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

4

Not certain, correct, sir.
Budget Director, what is your

anticipation to fund this in the next budget?
MR. VISITACION:

We're currently -- excuse me, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Hokama, currently we are in the process

5
6

of putting together the budget, and if that needs to

7

be done, we will take that into consideration.

8

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. VISITACION:

You anticipating rate increases?

Currently, Mr. Hokama, today has been my

10

first day, and what I'd like to do is I'd like to go

11

through the documents and the paperwork that has

12

been left for me and look through those items and

13

look further into this matter.

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And just to be fair to, you know,

15

Mr. Visitacion, while this may be your first day on

16

the job, this is the third year of the

17

Administration.

18

MR. VISITACION:

Thank you.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you.

And before I recognize

21

Ms. Anderson, just to follow up, Mr. Pearson, you

22

made a comment to Mr. Hokama with respects to some

23

funds that are going to be accessed, and I believe

24

you used the term emergency funds and you identified

25

the number as $159,000 that would be transferred to
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1

field op.

2

operations, which is currently a $4.6 million pot,

3

or is that coming from somewhere else?

4

why isn't there something that's accompanying this

5

request of five personnel to be paid for by coming

6

from some other pot of money?

7

MR. PEARSON:

Is that money currently in field

And if so,

Mr. Chair, I have to apologize for that too.

8

I -- my fiscal -- our Division Head for our Fiscal

9

Division was unable to attend and I inquired with

10

her on the -- to make sure I had a clear answer on

11

this, and she stated that the money would be coming

12

from the emergency fund, which does show here

13

159,000.

14

making aware, that we don't show it as being

15

transferred to field operations, so there may have

16

to be a revision to this.

17

CHAIR KANE:

18
19

But as Traci just pointed out and you're

This one right here.

Okay.

Okay, thank you.

Ms. Anderson, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

20

Mr. Pearson, this unilateral flushing program, when

21

did it begin?

22

CHAIR KANE:

23

MR. PEARSON:

Mr. Pearson.
Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.

As far as a

24

direction or a directive, I should say, from the

25

Department of Health, this June 23rd letter of 2004
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1

was their first -- their first directive to provide

2

an uni-directional flushing program.

3

of Water Supply has been doing flushing.

4

especially since the lead issues have arisen

5

Upcountry the flushing has been done as much as we

6

can based on the availability of employees.

7

can't give you a specific date when it was started,

8

but since I've been here it's been -- it's been on

9

again, off again as much as we can.

10

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

The Department
And

So I

Are you using five people now to

do the flushing?
MR. PEARSON:

Mr. Chair.

No, we have a lot of inside --

13

let's see, a lot of jobs that we're doing in-house,

14

and so our field operations group is very stretched.

15

So right now I think in the

16

one person doing flushing, and that's from the water

17

quality section, the laboratory side.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

recently we've had

So you're saying that the

19

flushing was a normal thing that you did before the

20

June directive from the State Department of Health?

21

MR. PEARSON:

Mr. Chair.

Correct, as normal as you can

22

call it, because, again, we didn't have a steady

23

work force doing the flushing.

24

have three, the next day we may have one, but yes,

25

we've been doing our best to do some sort of

So one day we may
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flushing daily.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

3

MR. PEARSON:

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Daily?

Yes.
So since this directive, have you

5

stepped up the effort or is it just same effort that

6

you've always done?

7

MR. PEARSON:

We have stepped up the effort, but again,

8

recently, because of our in-house work, we've pretty

9

much lost momentum on that.

So we did our best to

10

step up the effort when this came about, when the

11

directive came about, but no, we haven't been doing

12

as good of an effort as we should, especially based

13

on this directive.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So they're saying that they want

15

an ongoing flushing program, that means continuous

16

as long as this system is in its current

17

configuration?

18

MR. PEARSON:

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I

Correct.
Have you timed a cycle of

20

reaching all the hydrants?

21

track when you started flushing in one area and

22

ended up back in that area again?

23

MR. PEARSON:

Have you been able to

Mr. Chair, that's somewhat similar to what

24

Councilman Mateo asked, and I think one reason I

25

can't give you a good answer is that we've had a
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1

sporadic flushing program, another reason is I

2

didn't come prepared with that answer.

3

don't think we've timed -- we've had a time of a

4

complete cycle for the flushing program.

5
6

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So no, I

Then on what basis are you saying

that you need five people to do this?
MR. PEARSON:

Again, that's based on the experience of the

8

field operations and our lab people that that five

9

people would allow for a timed flushing program to

10

hit the best effort at flushing the entire system.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So if you have five people

12

flushing the entire system, they must have some best

13

guesstimate of how long it would take to get the

14

whole system through a cycle with five people.

15

MR. PEARSON:

Correct, and I apologize that I don't have a

16

good answer for that at this time.

And that's why I

17

was hoping maybe at the -- when we ask for the

18

permanent positions we could come prepared or

19

following this discussion.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay, thank you, Mr. Chair.

21

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Johnson, followed by

Thank you.

22

Mr. Molina.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Jeff, because this is basically in

24

response to the lead leaching that's occurring in

25

the Upcountry systems, from past conversations that,
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1

you know, we've had in Committee and in the

2

community, what is being done to actually either

3

replace the lead piping -- so that eventually this

4

problem would not be an ongoing maintenance

5

nightmare?

6

either address elimination of the problem or

7

incentive to the homeowner to retrofit or redo their

8

piping so that eventually this will not have to be a

9

program that's ongoing?

10

MR. PEARSON:

11

CHAIR KANE:

12

MR. PEARSON:

Has there been any effort at all to

If I may, Mr. Chair.
Mr. Pearson.
As you know, and I can tell by how you

13

framed your question, that you're aware that most of

14

the lead piping is within the homeowners and after

15

the meters.

16

brought up before for some type of incentive.

17

haven't worked on any specifics on that incentive.

18

What we're doing now as part of this $500,000 grant

19

with a consultant on board is trying to evaluate the

20

quality of the water, doing pipe rack testing where

21

they're testing the corrosivity of the water,

22

education, and we're doing also as part of that

23

grant -- I think most of you have heard it before,

24

but we're doing education, community outreach, and

25

some -- and testing of the -- of pregnant women and

That's -- the suggestion has been
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children from I think six months to six years.
So we haven't

the system -- our system

3

doesn't contain lead in the system, so we're not

4

really working on replacing our system's piping.

5

We're going to do some testing after the meter with

6

this same grant money to evaluate some of the homes

7

that were in the high

8

levels where there may be lead in those homes that

9

were built between certain times.

I think it's the tier 1

We're also

10

testing some water heaters, but that's more for the

11

other concerns, not the lead concerns, the other

12

irritation type concerns.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And apropos of what your comments

14

are, I think that what I also have difficulty in is

15

if it's not a County system or it's not triggered by

16

something that the County's doing and it's really

17

wanting to be an advocate for safe drinking water

18

and public health risks, at least minimizing them,

19

what I would be looking at is how can we help the

20

individual homeowners -- because not all of them

21

have this problem -- to address the concerns so that

22

we don't have an ongoing maintenance problem that

23

we're not causing in the first place or that it

24

doesn't seem that we're really helping by putting a

25

Band-Aid on a problem and not incentivizing or
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1

putting something out there that would at least

2

compel the people to want to fix their own system,

3

helping them to do that.

4

be easier than just you put five bodies out there

5

and it's a Band-Aid-type solution.

6

a long-term solution for the public health.

7

Even a loan program would

It's not really

So that's where 11m looking at this from,

8

where we don't need to be perpetuating the problem.

9

We need to be assisting people in resolving their

10

own issues, whether it's putting a filtration system

11

in to get the lead out of their water.

12

for anything that would help alleviate this problem.

13

Because right now, between the complaints that your

14

Department's getting, the calls that we get at our

15

offices, the public health concerns, and the

16

potential for liability, I just don't want to be an

17

enabler.

18

albeit youlre doing what is recommended by the

19

Department of Health, but I think the Department of

20

Health is also missing the boat on this.

21

I would be

I think that welre approaching this

So if you kind of, you know, can -- and 11m

22

not saying -- because I canlt speak for other

23

Council members, but I would really like to see what

24

welre doing using a different kind of approach,

25

rather than just facilitating or putting a Band-Aid
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on a cancer case.

2

CHAIR KANE:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Molina.
Thank you

t

Mr. Chairman.

Just a

4

follow-up on Member Anderson's questions on the

5

specifics regarding the flushing program.

6

this letter from the Department of Health t you were

7

doing I guess a flushing program that was not as

8

extensive as what's being requested by the State t

9

and was this -- wellt currently now you're going to

Prior to

10

step up the program t you're looking at doing this on

11

a daily basis or twice a weekt three times a day?

12

Can you further reiterate on that?

13

MR. PEARSON:

Mr. Chair.

It would be on a daily basis t

14

and correct

15

call it intermittent t but it wasn't as dedicated as

16

we would hope to be with these additional positions.

17

t

we were -- I don't know if you want to

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And typically how much time in a

18

day will this flushing take?

19

eight hours each day Monday through Friday?

20
21

22

MR. PEARSON:

will it take the full

Yes t it will take the full eight hours each

day.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And prior to the recommendation

23

from Mr. Wong/ the program that you were doing t were

24

you incurring overtime costs with the person that

25

you were removing from other aspects of your
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Department?
MR. PEARSON:

No.

Did they put in overtime as well?
As far as I'm aware, we had -- we used

3

the bodies that we had available and we flushed what

4

we could flush or the -- you know, the higher

5

dead ends we would concentrate on, but as far as I

6

know there was no overtime that we incurred doing

7

this.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

the

And can you right now tell us

that -- can you maintain the flushing program at an

10

acceptable level with less than five personnel?

11

don't know, I guess the analysis was made by other

12

people in your Department, but I don't know if you

13

have the answer to that yet, but can you at least

14

maintain it to somewhat of an acceptable level with

15

less than five person -- five people?

16

MR. PEARSON:

I

Well, beggars can't be choosers, but if I --

17

if we were allowed less than five, you know, I guess

18

the five was what we felt was justified to do the

19

program as it needed to be done.

20

with less than five?

21

wouldn't be to the ultimate of what we would hoped

22

to have for our flushing program.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Could you maintain

I suppose you cbuld, but it

And I bring that up because I heard

24

some of your responses earlier you had one person

25

going out there doing it and sometimes you had
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1

three, so I just -- that's my reason for bringing

2

that question up.

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

Mr. Pontanilla.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Since

5

we're going to be doing flushing for the long haul,

6

when you came up with the five personnel equivalent

7

to do this work, my question is, you know, how long

8

does it take -- or did we do any kind of analysis as

9

far as how long will it take to flush out the

10

complete system, the duration as far as how often,

11

alternatives as far as, you know, what will four

12

personnel do with some overtime, three personnel

13

with some overtime to take care of the flushing

14

system Upcountry?
The other thing is that once the Pookela Well

15
16

comes on line, will that solve some of this

17

so-called leaching problems that we have with lead?

18

MR. PEARSON:

Can you please repeat the second part, once

19

what comes on line?

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

MR. PEARSON:

Pookela Well.

Mr. Pearson.
Pookela Well, the answer to the second

23

question first, no, that won't -- because that's

24

the Pookela Well will only be a small percentage of

25

the water that is used Upcountry, so the larger
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1

percentage Upcountry still will be surface water and

2

surface water is the more corrosive water.

3

would think that maybe in a small area where the

4

water is utilized in that location -- for instance,

5

Haiku has less issues because there's more wells in

6

that area, but no, that won't alleviate any of these

7

issues as far as I see.

So I

8

Your first question is somewhat of a repeat

9

of Mr. Mateo and Ms. Anderson's questions, and 11m

10

beginning to feel a little embarrassed that I don't

11

have enough detail to answer this, and I honestly

12

didn't think it was any -- to get to this point.

13

I have to apologize for not providing you with

14

enough information on the timetable and the

15

requirements of these five people.

16

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So

So, Mr. Chair, can I request

that that information be provided to this Committee?
CHAIR KANE:

The Chair can go ahead and make a request in

19

writing to Mr. Pearson.

I believe Mr. Pearson also

20

noted in his comments earlier that their ultimate

21

consideration thatls going to be coming before us is

22

to justify with detail during the budget discussions

23

this request, and at this point the Chair is leaning

24

towards a consideration that weIll have after a

25

recess that will make sure that this item does come
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1

back intact during the budget discussion, but the

2

Chair also recognizes the pressing need of their

3

requests apparently with their request for using

4

emergency funds and being directed by the State

5

Department of Health to take on this flushing

6

program, which is serving as an alternative to

7

assist with alleviating the use of additives in the

8

water.

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Before we go ahead and hire

10

five full-time personnel -- and I think the

11

recommendation of our Council Chair Hokama in

12

regards to the possibility of hiring emergency-type

13

workers for this duration prior to the budget.

14

Because really we don't know if five is the number

15

that we're looking for.

16

emergency hire for this period, then come budget

17

time, you know, we'll have those numbers and make a

18

more rational decision as far as the number of

19

personnel that is required to do this program.

20

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

So if we go with the

And prior to the recommendation

21

of your Committee Chair, during the recess I'll

22

consult to provide us with hopefully a way to go on

23

this too.

24

comes back so we have a comprehensive analysis

25

opportunity.

Get something to work, but make sure it
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1

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

2

CHAIR KANE:

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Hokama.
Chairman, are you aware of a standard

4

of compliance that the Department needs to meet, as

5

well as if we don't meet those compliance standards

6

or deadlines, is there a fine schedule involved, who

7

is the authority that will impose those penalties on

8

the County of Maui?

9

into account in processing this request?

10

CHAIR KANE:

And has that been taken all

The Chair has not been made aware of any type

11

of compliance issues, unless Mr. Pearson is -- has

12

the ability at this time to provide us with any type

13

of compliance issues, and unless Corporation Counsel

14

as our legal attorney is aware of compliance issues

15

that we are not achieving, the Chair has not been

16

made aware of it, but I will provide Mr. Pearson

17

with some level of comment to that question, without

18

objection.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And, Chairman, before Mr. Pearson has

20

his opportunity, I just bring that up because from

21

what I've read and understand the comment from

22

Department of Health, is the need to provide regular

23

flushing.

24

allowing us to find our own way of fulfilling that

25

requirement.

I believe the State Department is

Whether we go with five employees, new
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1

employees, or we go with option A, B, C or Z, that

2

will be our decision, but the need is to fulfill the

3

flushing requirement.

4

the County must hire five people.

5

bring that up that I'm hoping the Department can

6

view other options that may not be so financially

7

required in resources that we can address it -- or

8

consider other options of addressing the fulfillment

9

of the requirements.

10

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

I haven't seen where it says
And so I just

Thank you.

Any further questions -- oh, and

11

Mr. Mateo, before I recognize you, I apologize, if I

12

can provide Mr. Pearson with a chance to respond to

13

any legal compliance issues that may be apparent.

14

MR. PEARSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

With respect to your

15

second portion of the question, you're correct,

16

there wasn't a clear detail to say hire five, hire

17

three, hire whatever, but as it's listed in Item 4,

18

just to implement an uni-directional flushing, so

19

that's correct.

20

Compliance issues, I don't have the Lead and

21

Copper Rule memorized, but the Lead and Copper Rule,

22

they don't have a -- it's MCL -- it's called a

23

what's the exact term?

24

difficult for the EPA to promulgate, so they called

25

it an action level of the 15 parts per billion for

The Lead and Copper Rule was
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1

lead in the water.

2

to reach that action level r but it's not an MCL,

3

which is what's required on other contaminants r you

4

know r nitrates r all the other types of disinfection

5

by-products.

6

of the Lead and Copper Rule in a certain system r

7

they -- the Department of Health requires us to

8

respond to them with methods that we're going to use

9

to improve our system in order to meet those

10

So there's no -- you have to try

When we fail to meet the requirements

requirements.
As long as I've been here r they've not listed

11
12

or described a certain fine for the failure of the

13

Lead and Copper Rule.

14

further down the line if we show inaction r but as

15

far as this letter and the work that we're doing r

16

there's no specifics on if we don't do this, we have

17

to have a fine.

18

question.

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

21

CHAIR KANE:

I'm sure that would be

So hope that somewhat answers your

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo.

Chairman.

And the Chair does intend to take a recess r

22

so don't feel rushed like we're going to make a

23

decision any moment now.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

I'll rush.

No rush.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Pearson, just to follow up, the

2

Upcountry system is primarily using surface water.

3

So the flushing itself does not eliminate the need

4

for additives.

5

residue and whatever is in the existing line, but it

6

doesn't preclude the need for the addition of

7

additives into the system.

8

MR. PEARSON:

It clears out whatever bacteria and

Mr. Chair.

Additives, you know -- as you

9

know the history, we were on C9 and phosphoric acid,

10

if you call those additives, yes, this -- we are not

11

going to -- this letter was directed to the

12

Department of Water Supply because we were going off

13

of the phosphoric acid and just doing a pH control,

14

which I don't consider an additive, because it's

15

what we use for pH control now.

16

here was we're getting off of the corrosion

17

additives, and because of that they're asking for a

18

greater flushing program.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

So the directive

So is it the Department's

20

understanding that our system, like outside the

21

meter, does not have the lead components and the I

22

guess bacterias that are causing the Upcountry's

23

problems, it is primarily from the meter into the

24

home?

25

MR. PEARSON:

If I may, Mr. Chair.
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1

CHAIR KANE:

2

MR. PEARSON:

Mr. Pearson.
Yes, you're correct, it is primarily from

3

the meter into the home.

4

bacteria, and there's a lot of -- there's a lot of

5

the stuff in the soup, but as far as the lead issue

6

is concerned, it's primarily from the meter to the

7

home, yes, sir.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

There's going to be

So other than doing the theatrics of

having five bodies flush, I mean, what does it

10

really do?

11

the problem is from the meter to the home, we're

12

continuously having Department of Health, you know,

13

tell us everything that's wrong, but yet what will

14

these positions do?

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

MR. PEARSON:

Additives are still going to be there,

Mr. Pearson, are you prepared to respond?
Yes.

Well, when the water becomes stagnant,

17

you lose your chlorine residual.

When you lose your

18

chlorine residual, you're going to have the

19

possibility of bacterial growth.

20

comes in many forms and there's many types of

21

bacteria, and I couldn't tell you the names of them.

22

I don't -- the point is a lot of the bacteria that

23

grows is corrosive-type bacteria.

24

a study where he tried to identify some of these

25

corrosive bacteria.

Bacterial growth

Marc Edwards did

So without flushing, the soup
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1

gets worse, it gets -- without -- without your

2

residual, whatever can grow in there is going to

3

grow at a higher rate, and that could pose a reason

4

for the corrosivity in the water when it gets to the

5

person's home.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

7

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

Any further questions?

And

8

again, the Chair's going to take a recess prior to

9

any recommendation on this particular item.

10

none.

11
12

Members, the Chair will call for a recess.
We'll reconvene at 3:15.

13

RECESS:

14

RECONVENE:

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

Hearing

We're in recess.

(Gavel) .

3:03 p.m.
3:20 p.m.

(Gavel).

Okay, let's reconvene.

Members, just some house cleaning measures.
,

17

Is there anybody, again, here that has not testified

18

that would like to testify?

19

opportunity.

20

without objections, we'll close testimony for

21

today's Committee meeting.

22

no objections, we'll close that.

23

Now is your

Seeing nobody approaching, Members,

Okay, thank you, having

Members, again, directing your attention to

24

BF-44, are there any additional questions or

25

clarification requests from the Deputy Director with
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1

respects to this particular item?

The Chair does

2

have a recommendation r but I will yield to any

3

members having additional questions.

Hearing none.

Members r the Chair's recommendation on BF-44

4
5

regarding a bill for an ordinance amending the

6

Fiscal Year '05 Budget for the County of Maui as it

7

pertains to the Department of Water Supply is that

8

in your bill you will notice on Section G r under

9

number 16 on your bill r which is on the second page

10

of your bill r what was submitted was a bracketed out

11

number 69 and number 74 inserted.

12

five increase.

13

the number 69 remains and that it be listed -- where

14

it says "limited tOr" it would read "69 equivalent

15

personnel" and the addition would be "and 3.0

16

limited-term appointments (LTA) equivalent

17

personnel r " and then with a Number 2r would read

18

"provided that the 3.0 LTA equivalent personnel

19

shall be for the uni-directional distribution system

20

flushing program for Makawao r Lower Kula r and Upper

21

Kula."

22

the Chair entertain that motion and get a motion for

23

that.

That would be the

The Chair's recommendation is that

And that is the Chair's recommendation.

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So moved.

Second.
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CHAIR KANE:

It's been moved and seconded for discussion

2

by Members Pontanilla and Molina.

3

discussion.

4

We are in

Member Pontanilla, any discussion?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

I think that

5

recommendation is a good one until we return for our

6

'06 Budget hearing and at that time a more definite

7

equivalent can be provided to this Committee.

8

you,

9
10

CHAIR KANE:

Thank

Chair.
Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Thank you, Chairman.

I will

11

support your recommendation, Mr. Chair.

12

there's still some matters that are unclear yet to

13

the Committee as to the justification for five

14

permanent personnel, I think this is the

15

appropriated step to take at this point, go with the

16

limited-term appointments and take it from the point

17

of, well, let's sort of wait and see.

18

needs to be I guess further consideration of

19

acquiring additional personnel, then we can look at

20

that later on down the road.

21

Being that

If there

But I think at this point I believe the

22

program is justified, but being that we don't have

23

any clear-cut answers yet as to why we need five

24

permanent personnel, I think this is the better

25

route to take at this point in time.

Thank you,
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Chairman.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

discussion, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Any further

Mr. Mateo.

Chairman, thank you very much.

5

Chairman, I will be supporting the Chairman's

6

recommendations with reservations.

7

the Department does not need five or three bodies.

8

I think the Department needs a plan first.

9

understand the necessity in addressing the mUltiple

I still believe

I do

10

needs of the Upcountry system.

And the fact that

11

this is movement forward to try to address some of

12

those needs, at this particular point since

13

emergency funds are going to be used to pay for

14

this, and since this request again will be coming

15

back in the next budget round, it will give us that

16

opportunity to take a look at hopefully

17

opportunities of options that the Department could

18

possibly recommend.

19

recommendations made by Member Johnson in dealing

20

with the meter to the house is a viable one that the

21

Department should be looking at.

22

particular point I am not really convinced of the

23

need, but I will be supporting the Chairman's

24

recommendation so this particular project can at

25

least move forward.

And I believe that the

So at this

Thank you.
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CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Mateo.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

Yes, I'll also be supporting the

3

request as a stopgap measure.

One of the things

4

that I would like to see when the issue comes

5

forward, and it would not be appropriate because

6

it's not contained within this agenda item, but for

7

the reference during budget I would like to see some

8

type of a cost analysis done between the personnel

9

costs anticipated that we would have over a period

10

of time versus what kind of either loan programs

11

that we could make or repair incentives for

12

individuals who would be having to either put

13

filtration systems on or something else so that we

14

would have an idea, then, over time what is it going

15

to cost us one way and then what would it cost us by

16

actually resolving the problem so that we would not

17

have this ongoing expense.

18

CHAIR KANE:

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

Ms.

Anderson?

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I may be

20

confused, but from what I've read, it's my

21

understanding that the flushing is to reduce the

22

build up of bacterial growth in the system, not

23

having to do with lead; is that correct?

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Anderson, according to page 4, Item No.

4, I think there's a follow-up to where the Safe --
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1

Safe Drinking Water Branch Chief informs Mr. Tengan

2

what the flushing program will do.

3

second paragraph of Number 4, I think, so that

4

breaks down what the reasoning is.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

It's in the

Yeah, and I've read that, and

6

that does not mention lead.

It talks about the

7

bacterial growth and to flush out the residual

8

phosphates.

9

I'm really sorry that we cannot support their

So I do see this as a health issue and

10

request for five people, because we didn't really

11

get adequate substantiation for those five

12

positions.

13

I don't care if it's in an emergency fund or not.

14

It's still taxpayer money.

15

when they come back to us, Mr. Chair, that they

16

would have continued with this flushing program.

17

they can justify five personnel, then we'll

18

certainly look at that, but in the meantime I would

19

hope that they do not reduce their efforts in

20

flushing and continue with the program that the

21

State has asked them to follow.

22

your recommendation.

23
24

25

CHAIR KANE:

And we are dealing with taxpayer money.

So I would hope that

So I'll support

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
And the Chair apologizes, just to give you

some background of why the Chair arrived at his
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1

recommendation, given the letter by Mr. Wong, Chief

2

of Safe Drinking Water Branch from Environmental

3

Management Division of the Department of Health,

4

obviously there is a requirement of implementing the

5

flushing program.

6

And as we found in the line of questions from the

7

various members, there doesn't seem to be adequate

8

information, as Ms. Anderson I think just noted in

9

her final comments, of a full justification for the

10

11

So the Chair recognized that.

five permanent personnel.
And I think the recommendation, what it does,

12

is, A, it provides the Department with a mechanism

13

or a process to start moving forward with hiring

14

people that they intend to use in the flushing

15

program, but at the same time also requires them to

16

come back during the budget discussions, which is

17

going to be a little more than a month away, with a

18

more comprehensive, as Mr. Mateo put it, plan on how

19

it's going to be justified as an ongoing program.

20

And at that point is where we can make our final

21

determination as to the viability of this -- of this

22

program.

23

I think we all recognize that it's a health

24

issue that Ms. Anderson again stated, and so the

25

Chair's recommendation is trying to have some
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1

movement forward so that we can address this issue,

2

which is very important for Upcountry water users.

3

Any additional questions or -- or, excuse me,

4

discussion?

5

Mr. Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yes, Chairman, just for the record

6

can you restate the recommendation you're making to

7

the body?

8
9

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, no problem.

Members, the bill

amended -- the amended bill -- and I believe Staff

10

will have a couple of things, and so I'll have them

11

read that part, but the bill will read, letter G of

12

Number 16, under functions and programs under the

13

Department of Water Supply, in Number I, the number

14

will remain 69 equivalent personnel, and the

15

incorporated language will be "and 3.0 limited-term

16

appointments" apostrophe "LTA" end apostrophe -- end

17

bracket, excuse me, or parentheses, "equivalent

18

personnel," and then we'll add a Number 2, and

19

Number 2 will read, "provided that the 3.0 LTA

20

equivalent personnel shall be for the

21

uni-directional distribution system flushing program

22

for Makawao, Lower Kula, and Upper Kula."

23

Now, this language is just because this is

24

amended for this budget and will only serve for this

25

budget session.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR KANE:

OkaYt thank you.

Or excuse met this fiscal year.

Excuse me.

3

Any additional question or comment?

4

Deputy would like to make some comment, but before I

5

allow him to do so, any additional discussion,

6

Members?

7

recognizing you knowing that we are already in

8

discussion ready to take a vote.

9

something to clarify, then please do so.

10

MR. PEARSON:

I know the

Okay, Mr. -- Mr. Pearson, 11m only

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

So if you have

What lId like to

11

clarify is that I misspoke earlier about the funding

12

being used from the emergency funding.

13

on the bill, there l s no change in the funding from

14

one area to another.

15

Officer and we do have available funds within the

16

Field Operations Budget based on the absence -- I

17

mean the unfilled positions.

18

change in the bill in that respect.

19

CHAIR KANE:

As it shows

I spoke with our Fiscal

So there will be no

OkaYt and thank you for that clarification.

20

That erases some other question that was compounding

21

this discussion.

22

And before I call for the vote, Staff, if you can

23

note any additional changes that we need to note for

24

the -- before the vote.

25

MS. KOLLER:

Any further discussion, Members?

Yes, Mr. Chair, thank you.

On page 1 of the
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1

bill, I just want to note at the top the bill

2

number, the year will be changed from 2004 to 2005.

3

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

4

MS. KOLLER:

And then in Section I, in the last -- last

5

line, will read nincreasing authorized equivalent

6

personnel count by 3.0 limited-term appointment

7

equivalent personnel to read as follows. n

8
9

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Members, everybody clear on the

notation for change?

Okay, and that will be

10

considered a friendly amendment to what we have on

11

the floor.

12

discussion?

13

saying naye. n

Okay, any further questions, comments,
Members, all in favor, signify by

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

VOTE: AYES:

Opposed?

17
18
19
20
21

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll,
Johnson, Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Tavares.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of revised
bill.

22

23

CHAIR KANE:

Let the record show it's unanimous.

Member

24

Tavares is excused.

This will be moved forward as a

25

recommendation of this body to the full Council.
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1
2
3
4

Mr. Pearson r thank you very much r and we look
forward to the comprehensive presentation in March.
MR. PEARSON:

Thank your Mr. Chair and Members of the

Committee.

5

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

6

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama.

Chair r would you care -- are you open

7

to filing your communication or do you wish to

8

maintain it?

9
10
11
12

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Staff r filing is -- okaYr

Members r without objections -VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman r move to file County

Communication 04-279.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

14

CHAIR KANE:

Second.

Moved and seconded to file all said

15

communications.

16

favor

I

Discussion?

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

18

CHAIR KANE:

19

VOTE: AYES:

Opposed?

20

22
23

24
25

All in

say "aye."

17

21

Hearing none.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll,
Johnson, Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Tavares.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

CHAIR KANE:

Recommending FILING of communication.

Thank you.

Thank your Mr. Hokama.
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ITEM NO. 53:

AMENDING FY 2005 BUDGET AND BOND BILLS
(CENTRAL MAUI LANDFILL, PHASE IV-A)

2

3

CHAIR KANE:

Members, let's move forward.

We have -- our

4

Public Works Department have been waiting patiently

5

this afternoon, so thank you for that.

6

Director, Mr. Milton Arakawa, from the Public Works

7

and Environmental Management Department coming

8

forward, and if you can introduce at the appropriate

9

time your personnel that's going to help us as far

10
11

We have our

as resource for the items.
Members, direct your attention to BF-53,

12

Amending FY '05 Budget and Bond Bills, Central Maui

13

Landfill Phase IV-A.

14

Communication 04-280 -- excuse me, Members

15

transmitting the following, and so we have a Bill

16

for an Ordinance Amending Fiscal Year '05 Budget

17

regarding the eIP projects, the budget bill, and

18

this -- of course the purpose of the proposed bill

19

is to add Central Maui Landfill Phase IV-A project

20

to the Bond Fund, Wailuku-Kahului Community Plan

21

District, Sanitation.

22

We are in receipt of County

We also have is a proposed bill Amending

23

Ordinance No. 3184, Bill No. 30 of '04, Relating to

24

the Issuance of General Obligation Bonds for County

25

of Maui Bond Bill.

And again, that's for adding the
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Central Maui landfill Phase IV.

2
3
4

Mr. Arakawa, if you can please give us
opening statement.
MR. ARAKAWA:

Sure, thank you, Mr. Chair.

This particular

5

bill before you represents a supplemental funding

6

request of approximately $525,000, which is needed

7

to finish the construction of the Central Maui

8

Landfill Phase IV-A so that it will fully comply

9

with applicable State Department of Health

10

regulations.

11

As you know, the original landfill design

12

called for 18 inches of operational material, or

13

fill, which forms the bottom protective layer to the

14

liner which is below it.

15

State DOH, it was required that an additional 18

16

inches of operational material was necessary, and

17

the DOH has specified a certain type of material

18

called Type No. 4 - Fine, which needs to be placed

19

at the bottom of the landfill.

20

the cost of the material, we have sufficient funding

21

to basically complete about 3.6 acres of the

22

ten-acre cell.

23

No. 4 - Fine was $5 a ton.

24

are dealing with is $12 a ton.

25

supplemental funding request is to basically provide

Through meetings with the

Due to increases in

And the original cost for this Type
The current cost that we
And so the
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1

the additional 18 inches of operational material for

2

the remaining approximately 6.4 acres or so.

3

And this supplemental request also involves

4

work on approximately 400 lineal feet of leachate

5

liner which is also required by the DOH.

6

additional work is all going to be done to DOH

7

specifications in order that the DOH can issue us an

8

operating permit so that we can accept the municipal

9

refuse and have that Phase IV-A become operational.

10

Once that occurs r then we want to begin the process

11

of closing Phase I and II of the Central Maui

12

Landfill.

So this

I do want to mention that 525 r OOO is proposed

13

14

to be taken from the existing $5 million

15

appropriation r which we have in the '05 Budget

16

earmarked for Phase I and II closure.

17

amount of money which is needed to close Phase I and

18

II is $10 million.

19

the Committee and the Council during the last

20

budget.

21

The total

I believe we discussed that with

So we intend to request the second $5 million

22

plus $525 r OOO in Fiscal Year '06.

Overlap between

23

Fiscal Year '05 and '06 r which is from July to

24

December of this year r is the period of time that we

25

intend to encumber the $10 million to actually close
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Phase I and II of the landfill.

Once we can close

2

phase I and II, we need a place to take all of our

3

municipal refuse to, and that is why we need the

4

current 525,000 to ensure that we can accept trash

5

in Phase IV-A.
So that's basically the summary.

6

We're happy

7

to answer any questions which the Committee may

8

have.

9

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

And, Members, before I open the

10

floor, the Chair apologizes for not providing

11

Mr. Visitacion any opening comments.
Mr. Visitacion, any opening comments to this

12

13

particular item?

14

MR. VISITACION:

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

17

Not at this moment, Mr. Chair.

Thank you.

And, Mr. Arakawa, if you can

please introduce your resource personnel.
MR. ARAKAWA:

Sure.

Sorry, Mr. Chair.

Also I have here

18

our Acting Solid Waste Division Chief Michael Souza,

19

and he's here as a technical resource for the

20

Committee.

21

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

And, Members, again, prior to

22

opening up for questions, if you note on the bill

23

the addition is the Number 2, Central Maui Landfill

24

Phase IV-A, on the first bill as well as on the

25

second bill.

There is no increased funds.
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1

will be coming from the existing dollar amount that

2

is there, with the note made that in the '06

3

proposed budget there will be an increase in that

4

amount of 525 that will be reflected in a proposed

5

budget request for the '06 Mayor's proposal.

6
7

8

With that, the Chair will open the floor to
any members.

Mr. Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good afternoon, Mr. Arakawa, Mr. Souza.

9

What

10

is the anticipated opening date for your Phase IV-A

11

landfill?

12

MR. SOUZA:

Do you have any timetable at this point?

Currently we are at about 99 percent completed

13

under construction.

14

will submit a final report to the State, and I

15

believe there is a 60-day waiting period for public

16

comment.

17

permit we can then open.

18

As soon as that is done, we

And, you know, after the issuance of

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So presuming there's no obstacles

19

in the way, we're looking at mid-year, mid-2005 to

20

late 2005?

21

MR. SOUZA:

I'm probably looking at April, late April,

22

March . . And that would, again, you know, be the

23

acceptance of the fluff layer that we would then put

24

in.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay, and your closure date for
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Phases I and lIt you're looking at timetable?
MR. SOUZA:

After the last day that we accept trash at

3

that site we're required to close that site within

4

six months.

5
6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

MR. SOUZA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

Chairman.
CHAIR KANE:

Not at this time.
OkaYt thank you.

Thank you t

Before I recognize anybody else, if you can

11

just expound a little on what a fluff layer is,

12

so -- since you used the term.

13

Do

you know offhand?

7

10

And when will that last day be?

MR. SOUZA:

Sure.

Thank you t Chair.

The fluff layer is

14

an industry standard that is highly recommended.

15

That is to protect your liner that was installed.

16

The select trash is trash that is -- that contains

17

no protrudables as wood t iron t rebars t and that is

18

your protective layer.

19

about five feet and it's consistent throughout the

20

site.

21

that's just an additional protective layer.

That layer gets laid down at

The second layer can be then compacted.

22

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Chairman, one last question.

Mr. Molina.
I'm sorry.
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CHAIR KANE:

Go ahead.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I apologize.

Just what is the

3

anticipated life of the -- I guess the Phase IV

4

landfill you're looking at?

5

MR. SOUZA:

Phase IV-A is a ten-acre cell, and I think in

6

our last assessment I think to -- for the ten-acre

7

cell at the (inaudible) is about ten years, but I

8

can check on that.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

10

Thank you, Chairman.

11

CHAIR KANE:

12

open.

13

Okay, thank you, Mr. Souza.

Thank you.

Questions, Members?

Floor is

Mr. Pontanilla.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Sir, Cell 4 -- I

14

guess I'm looking at Cell 4-A and B, the anticipated

15

life would be ten years or longer than ten years?

16

MR. SOUZA:

Cell 4-A, which is ten acres, Cell 4-B is

17

eight acres.

We plan to bring our lifts up to the

18

existing roadway and then we plan to move into 4-B,

19

and then it will be 4 -- Phase IV.

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

for that is?

22

MR. SOUZA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

24

MR. SOUZA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So Cell Phase IV, the lifespan

For a total of 4 -- you mean just for Cell 4?
Cell 4.

In general?
In general.
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2

MR. SOUZA:

We're probably looking at about 15 to 18 years

for 4.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

CHAIR KANE:

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, thank you.

Ms. Johnson.
Yes, Mike.

Over what period of

6

time did the increase go from $5 I guess per ton to

7

the $12?

Would you know that?

8

MR. SOUZA:

I'm not real certain over that period of time.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Because I know that when

10

the projection was first done, it was at least a

11

couple of years ago, though; is that correct.

12

MR. SOUZA:

Yeah, I think that's accurate.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And then is there only one

14

provider for this material or is there more than one

15

source?

16
17

MR. SOUZA:

That's correct, there is only one provider

that can provide this material.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

MR. SOUZA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

21
22
23
24
25

Okay.

Now, are they Maui based?

Correct.
Have we explored if that material

would be available in Oahu?
MR. SOUZA:

Your question is is that material available on

Oahu?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, let's say from a similar type

provider over there, would there be -- you know,
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1

like let's say if we could get it at, you know, the

2

same cost of $5 a ton, would it be worth trying to

3

ship it over or would that be too difficult from a

4

cost perspective and even just from a transport?

5

MR. SOUZA:

Yeah, I would think it would probably be

6

difficult because of the shipping costs, but yeah,

7

currently there is one provider for that material on

8

the island.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Now, do they provide this to other

10

entities or is it only just to Maui County

11

government?

12
13

14
15

MR. SOUZA:

To my understanding they sell it as a product

to anyone else.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, can you reveal the name of

that provider.

16

MR. SOUZA:

Sure, yes.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

MR. SOUZA:

The company is Ameron.
Okay, so Ameron provides that.

And the reason is they have -- they call it a

19

sieve, and the sieve is the type of materials that

20

they can pass through this grinding operation that

21

allows you to produce this kinds of material.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Have we ever explored the

23

possibility that we would be able -- let's say when

24

you look at the cost for purchasing such equipment,

25

to actually process and come up with the same end
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1

product, would there be any cost benefit to us

2

exploring that possibility to produce similar

3

material or would there be no market for it?

4

MR. SOUZA:

I'm not sure if we could handle producing the

5

material ourselves, because of the kind of equipment

6

that is necessary to make it.

7

basically it's the rock that comes out of the ground

8

where we landfill, so, you know.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
CHAIR KANE:

Okay, thank you very much.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Mr. Mateo.

11
12

And, you know,

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you.

The 18 inches

13

more of fill that is needed, is that part of the

14

fluff layer?

15

layer.

16

MR. SOUZA:

Is that going to be used for the fluff

It serves the same purpose, but it's not the

17

same thing.

18

inches of 4-F material also serves as a drainage

19

layer.

20
21

I mean, you know, the additional 18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So this 18 inches of additional

fill, then, goes on the liner?

22

MR. SOUZA:

That's correct.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So as the process began, was there

24

an error in calculation so that it wasn't actually

25

done at time of construction when the -- whatever
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1

amount of the layer that exists now, you know, was

2

insufficient, was there an error in calculation?

3

MR. SOUZA:

Not to my knowledge.

To my understanding,

4

maybe eight, nine years ago the Department of Health

5

talked about re-addressing that standard.

6

the reason for that is because of the complexity of

7

repairing liners after trash has already been put on

8

the site.

9

realized that 18 inches might not have been

So I think through some experiences they

10

adequate.

11

standards have made that change.

12

I believe

So I think over time the industry

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So in addition to the 18 inches,

13

what will exist once we add this to the existing

14

fill?

15

MR. SOUZA:

Basically it would be a three-foot drainage

16

layer, and on top of that we would then add our

17

fluff layer of trash,

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

(inaudible) trash.

Okay, so the -- so the first thing

19

that would be done in doing the fill, the landfill,

20

really is this part, doing the -- doing the liner

21

after the hole is built, doing the fluff layer for

22

whatever -- I think that's the word.

23

MR. SOUZA:

No, that's a good question.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

MR. SOUZA:

And then the leach line.

Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So this seems like this should have

2

been something that was addressed way before we got

3

to this point.

4

MR. SOUZA:

The -- when the landfill is constructed, the

5

first thing is the subgrading of the site.

6

second thing that happens is the leachate --

7

installation of the leachate collection lines.

8

After the lines are installed, then the ops layer is

9

installed, which is the 36 inches of material.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

The

I guess I'm just a little

11

confused as to -- this seems to be like the

12

elementary part of the process, and yet it's kind of

13

like at the back end now where it's going to cost

14

us, you know, 525,000 virtually, and somehow I just

15

cannot see this happening without it being some kind

16

of an error in calculating from the very beginning.

17

So are we in addition to this subjected to penalties

18

or whatever if it's not immediately done?

19

MR. ARAKAWA:

Maybe I can address your concern, Councilman

20

Mateo.

This whole issue of the design of Phase IV-A

21

is an issue of long standing discussion with the

22

Department of Health.

23

called for that 18 inches of operational material,

24

and I don't think the Department of Health was

25

entirely happy with that original design and we've

And the original design
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1

been having discussions with the Department of

2

Health on how exactly we can bring the landfill up

3

to compliance.

4

discussions, as Mr. Souza mentioned, for the past, I

5

don't know, five, six years at least.

And we've been having these

So hopefully this is the last piece in the

6
7

puzzle to allow us to obtain an operating permit so

8

that we can finally accept municipal refuse at this

9

site.

And for us, you know, it's getting to be

10

close to crunch time.

Because as you know, Phase I

11

and II just keeps on getting higher and higher and

12

we need to complete the process of closure there,

13

and at the same time we need to obtain the operating

14

permit of Phase IV-A so that we can move on to the

15

next phase.
And so this is hopefully the last step

16
17

that's -- that's according to discussions that we

18

have had with the Department of Health.

19

they're, I hope, just about ready to issue this

20

operating permit once we can complete this

21

construction in accordance with their

22

specifications.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

And

Thank you, Chairman.

Thank you, Mr. Mateo.

Before I recognize the

next person, in our previous meeting, having similar
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1

discussion with Public Works, I believe the question

2

was asked to Director Coloma-Agaran at that time,

3

and the question was the relationship of the

4

discussion between the County and the State.

5

believe Mr. Agaran responded that the most recent

6

discussions have been favorable for the County.

7

Previously it was not favorable.

8

So that's why the long -- you know, continuing

9

discussions that weren't really getting anywhere.

And I

There were issues.

So I think we've reached a point where we're

10
11

at the tail end, where according to today's

12

discussion, as well as the previous discussion,

13

we're there to make it and this is what's going to

14

make the final piece occur.

15

that, Mr. Mateo.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

17

CHAIR KANE:

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So just a follow-up on

Thank you.

Follow-up, Ms. Anderson, question?
Thanks, Mr. Chair.

Yeah, I just

19

would like some information, I think.

When did you

20

start phase IV?

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

MR. SOUZA:

When did construction begin?

Mr. Souza.
11m not certain the exact date, but I believe

23

it was constructed about seven years ago, possibly.

24

I'm not real sure on the date, though.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So it's taken us seven years to
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construct a landfill that will only last for ten?

2

MR. SOUZA:

Well, that's -- that is 4-A, Cell 4-A.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right.

And did the length of

4

time for construction have to do with disagreements

5

with the State Department of Health over methods

6

being used?

7

this built?

I mean did that extend the time to get

8

MR. SOUZA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

10

CHAIR KANE:

In a nutshell, yes.
Okay.

Thank you.

Further discussion?

That's all.

I mean, excuse me,

11

questions for the Department at this time?

12

members?

13

recommendation is to move forward with the request

14

of the Public Works Department, allowing the

15

incorporation of the Central Maui Landfill Phase

16

IV-A into both bills.

Hearing none.

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

CHAIR KANE:

Any

Members, the Chair's

So moved.

Second.

And this would also include the filing of the

20

said communications.

21

corrections.

22

the bill.

23

2005, and I think that's all, so incorporation of

24

Phase IV-A, under the Sanitation Section, and

25

changing of the bill numbers from '04 to '05, as

And I know there are some

I think one of them is on the top of

You'll notice it's '04.

It should be
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well as filing of said communications.

2

we have a motion by Mr. Pontanilla and a second by

3

Mr. Molinai is that correct?

4

discussion, Members.

5

signify by saying Haye. H

6

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

VOTE: AYES:

Thank you.

Hearing none.

12
13

All in favor,

Councilmembers Anderson l Carroll l
Johnson I Mateo Molina Pontanilla
Vice-Chair Hokama and Chair Kane.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Tavares.
l

l

11

We are in

Opposed?

9

10

And I think

l

l

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of revised
bills and FILING of communication.

14
15

CHAIR KANE:

Okay, let the record show itls unanimous.

16

Member Tavares excused.

17

Council as a recommendation by the body.

18

Members.

19

ITEM NO. 54:

Moved on to the full
Thank you,

AMENDING FY 2005 BUDGET (ABANDONED VEHICLES
AND SCRAP METAL PROGRAM)

20
21

CHAIR KANE:

Moving on to BF-54, Amending FY 105 Budget

22

Regarding Abandoned Vehicles and Scrap Metal

23

Program.

24

besides our Public Works Environmental Management

25

personnel, we have Mr. Kalbert Young and Mr. Lito

We also have in attendance with us,
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1

Vila from the Department of Finance and the DMV

2

Division, I believe, and they are here if any

3

questions are needed to be responded to.
Mr. Budget Director, any opening comments or

4

5

6
7

do you yield the floor to the Public Works Director?
MR. VISITACION:

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to yield the floor

to the Public Works Director, please.

8

CHAIR KANE:

9

MR. ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa, opening comments?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

This particular

10

item deals with abandoned vehicles, which is a topic

11

that is fairly urgent on the part of our Department.

12

Over the past number of months there basically have

13

been no businesses on Maui which are properly

14

licensed to process derelict vehicles.

15

processing of these vehicles would include tasks

16

such as removing the gas tank, removing the freon

17

from the air conditioning, draining the fluids, and

18

removing the tires.

19

and proper County zoning clearances are required to

20

do this processing.

21

And the

A Department of Health permit

So basically with no business able to legally

22

process derelict vehicles, available storage space

23

for these vehicles is quickly running out.

24

County through the Department of Finance has

25

utilized the closed Waikapu Landfill for temporary
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storage.

2

from the DOH, this practice has been stopped.

3

basically a supplemental budget amendment is needed

4

in order to process approximately 1,000 vehicles

5

that are currently on the closed Waikapu Landfill,

6

as well as process abandoned and derelict vehicles

7

from the road sides for the remainder of the fiscal

8

year.

9

However, because of possible sanctions
So

This supplemental budget amendment also would

10

involve the processing of white goods.

11

that a request for proposals has been issued.

12

received five proposals late last year, one

13

subsequently withdrew, and a panel of five

14

individuals, four from our side, Waste Division, and

15

one from our Wastewater Reclamation Division

16

reviewed the proposals and a recommendation has been

17

made by the panel for a vendor to process the

18

vehicles for the remainder of Fiscal Year 105.

19

that contract is currently being processed.

20

Therefore, these supplemental funds would be needed

21

to provide the funding for that contract, and the

22

amount of funding that we are requesting is 825,000

23

for the purpose of funding that contract.

24
25

I would note
We

And

The second aspect of the supplemental budget
amendment concerns the creation of two new positions
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1

within the Solid Waste Division to administer the

2

entire abandoned vehicle program.

3

working with the Department of Finance to transfer

4

the program over to Public Works in Fiscal Year 106,

5

and the two new positions are needed to administer

6

the entire program, such as the towing contracts,

7

the storage yard, the abandoned vehicle auction, the

8

DAVAP program, and processing of derelict vehicles

9

itself.

We are currently

And our thought was, you know, since it

10

will take several months to actually do the hiring,

11

this supplemental request was included in order to

12

get us a jump start on the process so that if we1re

13

able to get the bodies on board by July 1, then, you

14

know, we can at least start the administration of

15

the program at that time.

16

The third portion of the supplemental

17

requests are really the next steps -- what we

18

believe to be the next steps for the long-term

19

solution.

20

obstacles that we have as far as processing derelict

21

vehicles, and that's really the lack of properly

22

zoned and permitted land for such purposes.

23

without these proper entitlements, the State

24

Department of Health also doesn't issue its

25

approval.

And this deals with one of the bigger

And

And should more private processes be
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1

properly permitted at any future time, then the

2

County would, again, be stuck in the same position

3

that we are now, where we have no options to process

4

derelict vehicles.

5

So in order to provide a site for abandoned

6

and derelict vehicle processing as well as storage,

7

we're looking at a ten- to 15-acre site at the old

8

Pu'unene Airport.

9

site is in the process of being conveyed from the

And as you know, this old airport

10

State to the counties -- to the County of Maui,

11

excuse me.

12

needs the necessary environmental studies, whether

13

it's an environmental assessment or in EIS, the

14

entitlement requests.

15

boundary amendment from the Land Use Commission, as

16

well as change in zoning.

17

need to survey and design the property.

However, this particular site still

The site needs district

And of course we just

So there are a number of tasks to be done,

18
19

and the supplemental request is for $400,000 to

20

actually do these planning, permitting, and design

21

tasks.

22

We'd be happy to answer any questions that the

23

Committee may have.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

That's basically the summary of our request.

Thank you, Mr. Arakawa.
Members, before I open the floor, again, just
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1

noting on the two bills -- proposed bills that are

2

before us, the first one, on page 3, at the very

3

bottom, letter 0, underlined abandoned vehicles and

4

scrap metal program General Fund, you have the

5

$1.225 million.

6

be used for processing and the other 400,000 is for

7

I guess planning and design of the subject property

8

that was described by Mr. Arakawa.

And as was broken down, 825,000 to

And then the second bill, which is the --

9

10

turning the page on page I, the disbursement of

11

salaries for the

12

vehicles and scrap metal program.

13

before us today, Members.

14

certification of additional revenues for the

15

carryover savings, and that's the final document

16

that's there.

17

an official action, but I'll get back to you on

18

that.

21

22

And I know we have a

And the Chair apologizes if there's

Mr. Hokama,

followed by Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I will yield the floor at this time,

Chairman.

23

CHAIR KANE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

That's what's

The floor is open for questions.

19
20

limited to two EP for abandoned

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson, go ahead.
Yes, Milton, would you have any

idea what the total abandoned vehicle program cost
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1

has been including this money that would be asked

2

for?

3

cycle, what does this cost us annually?

4

MR. ARAKAWA:

And that would be I guess from last budget

Your question is the total cost from the

5

last budget cycle?

6

the Department of Finance, who is here, if you donlt

7

mind.

8
9

10
11
12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I should probably refer that to

1111 ask another question, but in

the meantime, if they could get that information,
that would be great.
CHAIR KANE:

Before you move forward, let me just do a

housekeeping, then.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

14

CHAIR KANE:

Sure.

Any questions for Finance, Members, if we can

15

hold off, weIll ask our Public Works, since we have

16

limited space up here, and then weIll bring down

17

Finance for additional questions.
Ms. Johnson, go ahead.

18

19

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And of the vendors that

20

youlre looking at, the one vendor that has been

21

selected where youlre processing that contract right

22

now, is there any difficulty that you anticipate

23

with that contract or are there any issues that the

24

Committee should know about?

25

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Arakawa.
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MR. ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Johnson, regarding that RFP,

2

there is a protest on it which we will have to deal

3

with.

4

proposals that were submitted, this particular

5

vendor was the only one which provided us with

6

documentation as to zoning -- proper zoning

7

conformance and DOH approval.

8

comply with all of the necessary conditions, then we

9

would anticipate that he would carry out the terms

10
11

Our understanding is that of all the

So assuming he can

of the contract once it's executed.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And because you and I had

12

spoken previously and I -- I know that other members

13

may not have this information, but could you explain

14

how this particular vendor -- you don't have to name

15

the vendor, but how they would be addressing the

16

removal of the fluids and any contaminants and then

17

where the location would be where these vehicles

18

would be either stored or crushed and where the

19

proximity to other -- I guess it would be an

20

environmental situation that you and I discussed,

21

where that would be.

22

MR. ARAKAWA:

Okay.

This particular vendor has a site

23

within the Kahului industry area which is properly

24

zoned, and the Department of Health regulations

25

currently require that processing on the site cannot
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1

exceed more than 25 vehicles at anyone time.

2

Processing means basically taking the derelict

3

carcasses to the site, removing all the fluids,

4

removing the freon, removing the tires, the

5

batteries, and then basically either bailing it or

6

crushing it.

7

that -- the vehicles are processed and bailed, they

8

would be taken to another site closer to the harbor

9

area.

And then the thought was that once

But once the -- I think your question

10

basically is getting to the environmental impact

11

issues.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

MR. ARAKAWA:

Yes.

And once the -- all the fluids, the freon,

14

all those other items are removed, the batteries are

15

removed, basically we1re talking about a mass of

16

metal.

17

liquid emissions into the neighboring wetlands, it

18

will be basically nil from our standpoint.

19

the vendor would still be required to comply with

20

whatever regulations DOH would impose on him, but

21

basically all of those items would be removed at his

22

Kahului industrial site.

23

provide a slab and basically keep all of those

24

fluids there on the site and process it there on the

25

site in Kahului industrial.

And so as far as any leakage or any types of

He would be required to
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So basically you're saying

2

that the crushing would also be done at that first

3

site?

4

MR. ARAKAWA:

I'm sorry, Mr. Souza corrected me.

He said

5

they'll do only the processing at the Kahului

6

industrial site.

7

taking out all the fluids and all the harmful

8

substances.

9
10

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

The processing meaning basically

Right, so then the crushing would

take place at the other site and -- is that correct?
MR. ARAKAWA:

Apparently once the vehicles are processed,

12

he may only store it at the site closer to the

13

harbor.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
i~

And the site that we're talking

15

about

16

SanctuarYi is that correct?

17
18

19

MR. ARAKAWA:

in close proximity to Kanaha Wildlife

It's in the harbor area, so it is in fairly

close proximity, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

With regard -- and you may

20

not know the answer to this question.

21

Department of Health issue, but I guess where my

22

concern comes in is because we've had so many birds

23

that have already succumbed due to other

24

contaminants in that wildlife sanctuary, and because

25

not everything is always removed, you know, there's
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1

other things that sometimes there might be leakage

2

or spillage or other things that are just on the

3

surface, how can the Department of Health in all

4

good conscience issue or approve without some kind

5

of environmental impact statement the storage of any

6

kind of vehicle in such close proximity to a

7

wildlife sanctuary area?

8

CHAIR KANE:

9

MR. ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa.
Councilmember Johnson, I guess the only way

10

I can answer your question is that, you know, all of

11

the fluids will be taken out of these carcasses and

12

would be processed in the Kahului industrial site in

13

accordance with DOH regulations.

14

other site, his storage site still is subject to DOH

15

regulations as well.

16

processing those vehicles properly, you know, he

17

will get cited by the DOH.

18

that, you know, he will properly process it at the

19

Kahului industrial site and contain all of the

20

harmful substances there and basically store the

21

processed vehicles near the harbor.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

If -- and his

If somehow he is not

Okay.

But our expectation is

And if I may, Mr. Chair, I

23

have one final question, and that would be because

24

this is a contract that we've entered into or you're

25

in the process of entering into, and then you also
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1

spoke earlier about the Pu'unene site, am I to

2

understand that what we'd be looking at right now

3

would be an interim measure and that ultimately we

4

would be seeking to either take over that

5

responsibility or find a site of our own and then do

6

it in house; is that what I'm hearing you say?

7

MR. ARAKAWA:

The supplemental budget request before you,

8

that $825,000, is just to take care of the backlog

9

of unprocessed vehicles that have piled up so far.

10

So it's only an interim measure for those -- the

11

existing backlog and whatever we anticipate for the

12

remainder of Fiscal Year '05.

13

long-term issue which we basically want to try to

14

address as far as getting the entitlements for a

15

permanent site.

16

probably have to issue another RFP, and hopefully,

17

you know, we will have more qualified bidders to

18

enable us to provide more choice and perhaps even

19

lower costs for the processing of these vehicles.

20

But at this point it looks like we have one

21

qualified bidder to basically take care of the

22

backlog.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

The 400,000 is the

But in Fiscal Year '06 we will

Okay, but you are moving towards

24

an in-house approach whereby you would not have to

25

be going out for RFP, then; is that my
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understanding?
MR. ARAKAWA:

No, not necessarily.

I don't think the

3

specific approach has been decided.

We've said that

4

we wanted to get the entitlements for that ten- to

5

IS-acre site, but what we want to do is basically

6

obtain all of the regulatory permits and also obtain

7

the land control so that we can either issue an RFP

8

for someone to run it for us or make a decision to

9

hire our own people to do the processing and

10

storage.

11

want to obtain the land control so that we don't get

12

caught short in the situation where we have no

13

private processors again.

14

So, I mean, that's the basic thing, is we

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, and that would be my

15

concern, Mr. Arakawa, is that right now, you know,

16

we have a certain cost that we're looking at.

17

depending on what Finance says, I'm getting

18

concerned about the escalation of the cost.

19

glad that at least you're looking at that, and I

20

hope at some point in time the cost analysis would

21

be done of us doing it in house versus going to an

22

outside vendor so that we can look at that and then

23

constrain the costs as much as we can.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

And

So I'm

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Mr. Hokama, you did yield the floor.
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1

you like to take the floor now or yield to other

2

members?

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

to --

5

CHAIR KANE:

6

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

If you don't mind, Chair, I'd like

Proceed.
ask my questions at this time.

7

Now, the request is for $1.225 million from the

8

General Fund and as determined by the authorization

9

from the Mayor.

So my question to either the

10

Department or the Budget Director is -- well, one,

11

let me go back to your special funds.

12

30th, 2004, we had about $2.6 million in carryover

13

for Solid Waste.

14

budget, and not too long ago we gave another 1.4

15

million for residential collection additional

16

requirements.

17

$2.6 million, and you'd be lucky if you have a

18

thousand dollars left in that fund.

As of June

We budgeted about 1.2 for the '05

So basically you've wiped out that

So now you're going to raid the General Fund.

19
20

You know, we've worked hard to build it back up.

21

With the help of the Administration we've removed a

22

negative comment on a recent bond rating entity's

23

program.

24

1.225 million from the General Fund to take care of

25

this.

Now here you are asking us for another

While I can appreciate the need and
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1

importance, how far down is the Budget Office

2

willing to deplete the General Fund surplus?

3

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Visitacion, are you prepared to respond?

4

MR. VISITACION:

Mr. Hokama, lId like to defer comment at

5

this moment and lId like to get back to you in

6

writing, if -- or at a later time, if I may.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thatls fine.

You can either

8

respond in the same letter to the Committee or maybe

9

you can give us an answer.

Decreasing the General

10

Fund carryover, is it your position or the

11

Administrationls position to make it up by

12

increasing or asking for more bond float

13

authorization?

14

MR. VISITACION:

At this time, Mr. Hokama, 11m not

15

prepared to answer this question at the moment.

16

was our intent to utilize the General Fund for this

17

supplemental request that the Department of Public

18

Works is asking for.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I understand.

It

Weld like to know what

20

this means to next yearls budget.

21

answer today from us, then you should be able to

22

give us an answer today.

23

at the overall picture of the County finances to see

24

how this is going to impact?

25

MR. VISITACION:

If you want an

Or do you folks not look

At this time can I -- can I ask the
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1

Director of Finance to -- to come to assist me with

2

answering this question, Mr. Chair?

3

CHAIR KANE:

Without obj ection, if the Director of Finance

4

is prepared to respond.

5

respond, we can have you come forward.

6

Chair has no problem with also providing some recess

7

if there needs to be discussion.

8

today.

9

crossed.

12
13

And the

We're in no rush

I want to make sure we get all our T's

Mr. Young, if you can, please identify

10
11

If you're prepared to

yourself for the record.
MR. YOUNG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I'm Kalbert Young, the

Director of Finance.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama, you have the floor.

You have any comments for the

16

Committee this afternoon, Mr. Young, to my two

17

questions?

18

MR. YOUNG:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

I apologize.

I wasn't

19

paying attention when you initially asked your first

20

question, first two questions.

21

mind reiterating those questions, please.

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

May I ask, would you

My question to the Budget Office is,

23

one, how far -- how much are you willing to deplete

24

the General Fund carryover savings?

25

Because you and I both worked hard to build it back

At what level?
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1

up to a reasonable level for this point in time, and

2

for me, I will speak for myself, I won't speak for

3

any other member, but I'm not satisfied at the

4

level.

5

appears you guys are willing to take it further

6

down.

7

stop at?

8
9

MR. YOUNG:

I would like to bring it further up, but it

So where is the line that you're willing to

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

And I do appreciate

your efforts and that of the Council in terms of

10

developing and growing the carryover savings fund,

11

and I think we've made an enormous amount of

12

progress in establishing that level, improving it

13

from previous years, and in no small part through

14

the efforts of yourself and this Council we have

15

received very positive review by bond rating

16

agencies.

17

So it is with no small undertaking or

18

consideration that in terms of any supplemental

19

budget request that seeks to diminish those in the

20

carryover savings are not taken lightly.

21

establishing a level of how far we are willing to

22

dip into the established carryover savings fund,

23

that is not really set or formal, because the

24

Administration recognizes that we would continually

25

like to build the carryover savings fund beyond the
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level that it is currently.

2

However, in regards to this abandoned vehicle

3

program, I think we all recognize that the County is

4

in very dire consideration, especially on

5

specifically on the island of Maui.

6

and this problem with the abandoned vehicles has

7

been going on for quite some time, and unfortunately

8

the County's been placed into a position where it

9

must act now to address the situation.

This program

The

10

transition from -- of this program from the

11

Department of Finance to the Department of Public

12

Works is just one of many challenges that the County

13

is having to undertake.

14

Works I feel has done a very good job in working

15

with the Department of Finance to develop a program,

16

moving forward to complete the current fiscal year,

17

as well as looking long-term into the next fiscal

18

year to get the program running.

19

The Department of Public

The amount that the Department of Public

20

Works is requesting I feel is -- given the amount of

21

inputs that they've had in terms of finding a legal

22

and permitable contractor, the rising costs of doing

23

this program, the difficulties of finding proper

24

entitled lands, I believe that this amount is --

25

while rather high, is the best that they could do
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1

and is a -- is an amount that the County needs to

2

recognize that it will cost to do this program as a

3

public safety issue in removing the abandoned

4

vehicles from the road, as well as to help the

5

County get into compliance in regards of processing

6

the vehicles currently at its Waikapu Landfill site.

7

The rather high cost, in my opinion, is due

8

to the rather lengthy time that the County has let

9

the program kind of stall because of the amount of

10

challenges that it's had to undertake.

11

regards to its -- to the carryover savings, it is

12

rather difficult to say we're going to hit the

13

carryover savings for such a sizeable amount, but

14

we've had to -- you know, we've had to weigh whether

15

or not this amount is warranted to the hit.

16

unfortunately it's a -- it's a price the County is

17

going to have to pay.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So as

And

So hearing your comments to us this

19

afternoon, Mr. Young, subtracting this request

20

from

21

know is what is as of June 30th by the CAFR.

22

level satisfactory to you, as the third most

23

important position in the County next to the Mayor

24

and Managing Director, that you're confident that

25

the level or balance it leaves us in the carryover

and I don't know what is the net.
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1

savings is sufficient to carry us into the '06

2

Budget?

3

MR. YOUNG:

Mr. Hokama, I can only respond that given the

4

very brief and cursory review that I've done the

5

finances relative to the CAFR that was provided for

6

June 30th, I feel that this particular hit of

7

approximately 1.2 million -- and for the members'

8

reference, the June 30th, 2004 CAFR reflected a 17.8

9

million carryover saving in General Fund unreserved.

10

I feel that approximately -- that would leave a

11

remainder of approximately $16 million going into

12

the current fiscal year.

13

other additional hits to the carryover savings, if

14

there are any, I feel that it is adequate and I'm

15

satisfied that given the weight of this particular

16

program, that we have enough going into the next

17

fiscal year, yes.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Without knowing any of the

Now, so that the members are

19

clear, you are including that $4 million emergency

20

fund we've created and funded in that $16 million

21

figure?

22
23

MR. YOUNG:

The $4 million that you folks have currently

for this current fiscal year?

24

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

MR. YOUNG:

Yeah.

Are you speaking
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is that part of your $16 million to

2

the Committee this afternoon or exclusive of?

3

just want the members to be very clear what we

4

understanding $16 million to be.

5

MR. YOUNG:

To be clear, the 4 million emergency fund

6

appropriation in the current fiscal year is not

7

included in the amount reported for carryover

8

savings.

9

I

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Very good.

Now, my second

10

question, and you may assist the Budget Office with,

11

is the Administration planning to increase the

12

bonding consideration to make up the depletion of

13

carryover in the new '06 request?

14

MR. YOUNG:

Are you saying to increase bonding

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

We've already heard from Solid Waste,

16

they need more money now for the second half of

17

their request for closure, okay.

18

you're increasing it by another half a million

19

dollars of the bond request right there.

20

others you're going to ask increasing because you're

21

going to take away cash from the carryover side to

22

make up the difference?

23

we are, February 1st, you're going to present a

24

document to us in six weeks and we are -- you know,

25

for those of us that have sat here before, we know

So right there

Are there

And I ask this because here
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1

you're going -- you got to go to the printers pretty

2

soon.

3

to finalized form whereby without saying too much at

4

this point in time, hopefully you can say enough to

5

make us make a good decision on this request this

6

afternoon.

7

MR. YOUNG:

So your documentation must be in some close

Without having the benefit to speak more

8

thoroughly with the new Budget Director, it has been

9

the approach for the Administration and the

10

Department of Finance that the bond level financing

11

from year to year will be consistent, in that a

12

level -- where the County of Maui has consistently

13

gone out for bonds in the range of between 15 to 20

14

million each year, that would remain consistent.

15

The budgets have historically reflected that, and I

16

believe going forward that there is that philosophy.

17

So relative to the amount of capital

18

improvement projects that will be coming down or the

19

departments will be seeking to finance, the amount

20

of expenses for operation and expansion of services

21

that will be coming due, I remain confident that the

22

historical level of bond funding will remain

23

consistent in the next fiscal year.

24

for a number of reasons, of only some of which

25

include that the amount of projected revenues from

I'm confident
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1

real property tax is looking rather positive, that

2

there is a number of departments that are

3

reflecting, you know, solid levels of efficiencies.

4

I think overall Council can expect that they

5

will be looking at a budget that while there is a

6

fair number of expanded programs and additional

7

capital improvement projects, that the level of bond

8

financing or the expected level of bond financing

9

should be relatively consistent.

And this, again,

10

goes to our desire to improve or at the very least

11

maintain the very positive rating from the bonding

12

agencies and to keep the amount of County debt to a

13

minimum.

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm done at this time, Chairman.

15
16
17

18

Thank you for that, Mr. Director.

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

Thank you.

Further questions?

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

I guess my

19

question for Mr. Young would be could you give us

20

the rationale for the transfer of the program from

21

the Finance Department to the Public Works

22

Department?

23

to the two requested positions that are being

24

requested for the Highway Beautification and

25

Disposal of Abandoned Vehicles Revolving Fund, who

And the other question would be related
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will administer those two positions?

2

under the jurisdiction of the Finance Department or

3

Public Works?

4

MR. YOUNG:

Thank you! Mr. Molina.

Will that come

The Abandoned Vehicle

5

Program was -- or is in the process of transitioning

6

from the Department of Finance to Department of

7

Public Works.

8

that was undertaken predating my tenure as Finance

9

Director! but begun sometime during the Fiscal Year

10
11

That is true.

This was a process

'03-'04.
Previously the Department of Finance handled

12

all operations and coordination of vendors related

13

to the Abandoned Vehicle Program! but this was a --

14

as you can imagine! this is a function that is not

15

really! I would say! consistent with that of a

16

Finance Department! and in my mind more reasonable

17

and better suited for that in the Department of

18

Public Works.

19

Currently the Department of Finance actually

20

only has one dedicated personnel to handle the

21

Abandoned Vehicle Program.

22

really responsible or can only handle the ability of

23

arranging tow orders to remove vehicles from the

24

side of the road.

25

the auctions or coordinates some of the auctions

This personnel is only

This person also handles some of
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1

that are required to dispose of abandoned vehicles

2

to make -- to determine if anybody is interested in

3

acquiring these abandoned vehicles before they are

4

declared derelict.

5

not sufficient and has proven not to be adequate in

6

order to fully effectuate all of the desired

7

operations for the Abandoned Vehicle Program, and

8

that is the reason why I feel the Department of

9

Public Works is right in requesting additional

10

One person, in my opinion, is

personnel to manage this program.

11

My understanding is that these two additional

12

personnel that they are requesting will be

13

Department of Public Works employees.

14

Finance will be available to provide them guidance

15

and assistance to the level that we are able, but

16

the program is fully expected to be run out of the

17

Department of Public Works.

18

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

19

for Mr. Arakawa.

20

them.

21

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Department of

Chairman, I have questions

At the appropriate time I'll ask

And, Mr. Young, hang on, because

22

I know Ms. Johnson had a line of questioning for

23

Finance.

24

25

So, Ms. Johnson, I do recognize you.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.
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1

wanted to restate my question, because Mr. Arakawa

2

couldn't answer it.

3

total cost of the program for this past fiscal year,

4

including the amount of money that we're looking at

5

right now?

6

looking at for this program.

Just so we have an idea of what we're

7

MR. YOUNG:

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

10

And that would be what was our

For the current fiscal year we're in?
Rightr for the fiscal year that

we're in right now.
MR. YOUNG:

I'm sorry for my hesitancy.

I'm looking at

11

my -- Mr. Lito Vila r who is the Division Manager who

12

oversees the Abandoned Vehicle Program as it's

13

monitored in the Department of Finance.

14

Mr. Chair, may I request Mr. Vila to provide

15

me with some of the research material that he has

16

regarding the program?

17

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Vila, are you prepared to respond to the

18

question, or do we need to take a brief recess to

19

get our thoughts gathered?

20

additional time or are you prepared to respond at

21

this time?

22

MR. VILA:

23

CHAIR KANE:

24
25

You folks need

Yeah.
Thank you.

Proceed.

And, Mr. Vila, if you

canr please, identify yourself for the record.

MR. VILA:

Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and Council Members.
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I'm Lito Vila.

I'm the DMV Administrator.

2

answer your question, Ms. Johnson, I am able to get

3

the year-to-date figure; however, I don't have it

4

with me at this point.

5

last year's fiscal year, which if I may relay that

6

information.

7

last fiscal year, 2003 to 2004, for our portion of

8

the program we expended roughly $328,528 or so.

9

However, please keep in mind that as of February

I didn't bring it.

To

I have

According to our expenditure records,

10

2004 we have stopped processing the derelict

11

vehicles to be removed that resulted in this

12

stockpile of cars that we presently have.

13

And to augment what Mr. Arakawa said earlier,

14

we have approximately 957 vehicles stockpiled at the

15

Waikapu Landfill.

16

when we had to stop using the landfill for storage,

17

we have stockpiled an additional close to 500

18

vehicles at this point at our abandoned vehicle

19

storage facility.

20
21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And to keep the program going,

Okay, so we have roughly 1,500

vehicles, then?

22

MR. VILA:

About 1,450.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

1,450.

So what you're essentially

24

saying is if you looked at 2003 versus 2004, all you

25

can do is comment on the number of vehicles that
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were processed?

2

number dramatically different between the period of

3

2004, in February, to the present time or would you

4

have an idea?

5

spot.

6

have an idea just in my own mind, is the problem

7

increasing in scope?

8
9

MR. VILA:

Now, do you have any idea -- is the

I'd hate to put you, you know, on the

Because I'm looking at this and I want to

Last fiscal year we processed, combination of

abandoned and derelict vehicles, about 1,536

10

vehicles.

As of January -- December -- as of

11

December 2004 we have thus far processed about 854

12

abandoned and derelict vehicles, to give you a

13

piece.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

15

MR. VILA:

Okay.

That's just the vehicles that we have impounded

16

or removed from the side of the road that ended up

17

here as a derelict or an abandoned vehicle.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, so it would appear to me

19

that there is -- to couple the 800-some vehicles

20

during that period of time

21

we have not yet processed, would you add the two of

22

those numbers together, then?

23

sayingl or is the 800 included in the 1 / 500?

24
25

MR. VILA:

l

plus with the 1,500 that

Is that what you're

The 854 -- okay, as of December 2004 1 of the

854 vehicles, 105 of those were sold at the auction.
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1

So the net amount would be part of the stockpile

2

that we have.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, I see.

So essentially, if

4

you're comparing apples with apples, we would not be

5

out of sync of where we were before?

6

MR. VILA:

As far as the abandoned vehicle volume, I do

7

expect a slight increase, but substantially I don't

8

think so, just given the numbers that we've

9

experienced thus far.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Well, then if, you know, I

11

apply the figures that you've given me, if I'm

12

looking at 2003 to 2004, roughly 328{000 -- let's

13

round it off and say $329,000.

14

to take care of the backlog, you know, this huge

15

increase for roughly the same number of vehicles.

16

Is this because of fines, is it because of storage

17

costs, is it because of vendor costs increasing, or

18

do you not have an answer right now?

19
20

MR. VILA:

Now we're looking at

I can comment on a certain portion of that, if

I may.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

MR. VILA:

Okay.

I'd appreciate it.

The towing and coordination and removing

23

all the way up to the processing, okay, that is

24

pretty much consistent and on a steady pattern from

25

last year's, I see, because we really haven't
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changed our towing contracts and the costs.

The

2

storage facility costs has remained the same.

3

we did stop was the processing after

4

get to dispose of the vehicle at the end.

5

do that.

6

that it's going to be due partly to that because of

7

the fact that when we are processing -- before we

8

had to stop, it was at a cost of -- it used to be at

9

$75 a car, then I was at $50 a car, then we stopped.

What

you know, to
We didn't

So the increase would be, I would conclude

10

Now we have Public Works had to enter into another

11

contract agreement to make sure that the new vendor

12

meets all of the requirements and they would have to

13

be the one to answer as far as what the cost of that

14

portion is to come up with the projected

15

calculation.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

17

appreciate that.

18

Okay, thank you very much.

I

And, Mr. Chair, I think that because of the

19

difficulty, you know/ with this problem, I would

20

really love to see this be one of the areas that we

21

look at for an audit, just to assist you in trying

22

to figure out what's the best way for us to approach

23

the problem.

24

and also just from a performance perspective, I

25

think that it's a problem that's not going to end,

Because both from a fiscal perspective
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1

and it seems to be actually a growing problem and

2

people abusing, you know, our road sides and really

3

cost shifting this burden onto the backs of the

4

taxpayers.

5

So I would really like to see, Mr. Chair,

6

this be one of the areas where we could put some of

7

our resources to work in doing some kind of an

8

audit.

9
10
11

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

Further discussion?

Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I

12

was wondering if there's been any coordination with

13

your Department and the Police Department to see if

14

any of these vehicles are stolen vehicles that have

15

been, you know, taken in the woods and stripped and

16

then dumped on the road?

17

MR. VILA:

18

CHAIR KANE:

19

MR. VILA:

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Vila.
Yes, it's a matter of protocol and procedures.

20

All abandoned vehicles reported first starts with

21

the Police Department.

22

is verify that that vehicle is not a stolen vehicle.

23

If it is, then it's handled by the Police Department

24

in another matter.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And the first thing they do

Who verifies that?
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2

MR. VILA:

The police officer that's responding to that

vehicle -- vehicle complaint initially.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

MR. VILA:

The complaint corning from?

The public or anyone reporting

whenever they

5

receive an abandoned vehicle report or a complaint,

6

the officer responding that tags the vehicle, before

7

they tag it or mark it for potential removal as an

8

abandoned vehicle, they first check to make sure

9

that that vehicle is not a stolen vehicle.

If it's

10

a stolen vehicle, they handle it in another matter.

11

I don't receive those police reports.

12

13
14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I see.

So then if it's not

stolen, then they contact you.
MR. VILA:

That is correct.

If it's not stolen, then they

15

generate the police report, then they forward it to

16

my Department.

17

dispatch to respond to that site with a tow

18

contractor and remove the vehicle.

19
20

And once we receive that, we

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Mr. Chair, another

question.

21

CHAIR KANE:

Proceed.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Could you explain to me in

23

detail -- or not necessarily in detail, but

24

specifically why none of the cars that we've been

25

collecting or storing for the last eleven months or
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1

so have been processed.

2

they been -- why have they just been stockpiled?

3
4

5

CHAIR KANE:

In other words, why haven't

Mr. Young, are you prepared to respond to

that question?
MR. YOUNG:

Mr. Chair, if you'll allow me to respond, and

6

if Councilmember Anderson wishes, Mr. Vila can

7

provide further elaboration.

8

CHAIR KANE:

9

MR. YOUNG:

Thank you.
The bottom line answer is that the reason

10

why -- the problem that the County is faced with now

11

with so much vehicles is primarily because the

12

bottleneck is with the processing.

13

no entity processing of vehicles within the County_

14

The former contractor who the County used to use

15

stopped processing vehicles sometime in early 2004.

16

And after that point, after February 2004, basically

17

we could not process any vehicles, which means we

18

couldn't clear them off the queue as new vehicles

19

new abandoned vehicles came on line.

20

basically they stockpiled and thus we're in the

21

storage problem, and now we're reaching capacity in

22

storage as well.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

There has been

So then

This -- I'm sorry.
Well, just specifically why did

they stop processing?
MR. YOUNG:

Well, for one, it's been determined that they
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1

were not legally permitted to process.

2

of the issues as the Department of Public Works had

3

mentioned was that there was no processor that had

4

the legal entitlements, appropriately zoned land to

5

do processing.

6

believe that they were -- that the individual

7

contractor may have had in terms of meeting the need

8

or they were overwhelmed to some extent with the

9

demand that's required to process vehicles.

10

Because one

And there's also some difficulties I

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So in other words, we had a

11

contract with someone to process vehicles who wasn't

12

permitted to do it?

13

CHAIR KANE:

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

15

16

Mr. Vila.
Or didn't have the appropriate

land?
MR. VILA:

Well, if I may.

What had happened was -- let

17

me give you a little bit more of a history.

18

2002, 2003 we were using Maui Scrap Metal before,

19

okay, and at the cost to remove the abandoned -- the

20

fluids and tires, et cetera, Maui Scrap Metal was

21

charging us $75 a car.

22

Council meeting in early in 2003 we found out that,

23

okay, there is or was a permitted entity that had a

24

permit from the Department of Health and that they

25

were going to -- they were willing to process the

And sometime I believe in
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vehicles at $50 a car.
So thus we

2

it was better to the County.

3

We issued a purchase order to that entity and we

4

proceeded to send vehicles to them for processing.

5

That was in December of 2003, and around -- towards

6

the end of February we received notification from

7

that entity that they can no longer accept any more

8

vehicles from the County -- from the County, so thus

9

we were -- we ended up in this predicament.

10
11
12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And what was the reason why they

could not accept any more?
MR. VILA:

Well, according to my notes, the notification

13

that I received was -- it read as such:

14

may concern, We regretfully must decline further

15

acceptance of vehicles until the problems and issues

16

that are counterproductive are resolved and

17

acceptable to all parties.

18

vendor.

19

To whom it

Sincerely yours, the

Now, prior to the receipt of this meeting,

20

then Finance Director, myself, executive assistants,

21

the vendor met to try to resolve whatever issues

22

there were.

23

that we agreed, okay, they will let us know when

24

they will accept the vehicles again.

25

to that they had given us notice they can't accept

At the end of that meeting we felt good

Because prior
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any more, thus Mr. Regan at that time called for a

2

meeting.

3

meeting that they were to advise us after the vendor

4

confirmed that they could accept

5

accept vehicles, start again.

We had that meeting.

We concluded that

continue to

Well, the very next morning I received this

6

7

fax, ma'am, and thus we had to either stop towing

8

vehicles completely from the side of the road or

9

continue to tow and stockpile the vehicles.

And at

10

that point we then continued and really pursued

11

going through, getting the RFP, which long story

12

short

13

juncture with Public Works.

14

stockpiling those vehicles since February of 2004 or

15

so.

long story made short brought us to this

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So thus we've been

Ms. Anderson.
You didn't really say

18

specifically what the issues were, why they couldn't

19

process the vehicles.

20

answer?

21

meeting

22
23
24
25

MR. VILA:

Am I not going to get an

I mean did the vendor -- you had a

I read to you the verbatim that I

communication that I received from the vendor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But they didn't tell you what the

issues were, the outstanding issues, why they
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couldn't continue to process?
MR. VILA:

They just said --

I'd have to look at the notes of that meeting,

3

but bottom line, it was the vendor's decision that

4

they couldn't accept any more vehicles from us, so I

5

couldn't continue to send them vehicles.

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

So we have a new vendor

now?
MR. VILA:

Through Public Works, and bottom line they did

not provide us the exact reason aside from -- the
final exact reason aside from what I just read you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

And we had a contract with

them?
MR. VILA:

We had issued a purchase order, which is a

14

contract to deliver certain services.

15

intent of that contract was so we -- it was an

16

interim contract to keep the processing going until

17

such time that we could issue -- get an RFP out

18

for -- to provide that services to the County.

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And the

So just let me understand.

We've

20

been stockpiling abandoned cars for like eleven

21

months now and without any other vendor stepping

22

forward to process them?

23

would be willing to do that in the last eleven

24

months?

25

MR. VILA:

That's correct.

There's nobody else that

We couldn't find any vendor
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that met -- had all the permitting requirements.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay, thank you.

3

CHAIR KANE:

The Chair does recognize the

Thank you.

4

time, Members.

5

to proceed with more questioning or would like to

6

take a brief recess, but the Chair would like to

7

bring some closure, whether it's a recommendation, a

8

vote, or a deferral on the other end, again, the

9

Chair is cognizant of the time.

10

And again, if the Members would like

Is it the body's

request for a brief recess, Mr. Hokama?

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

One question, since we have Finance.

12

CHAIR KANE:

If you can use your microphone,

13
14

Okay.

please.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Chairman, I have one

15

question for Finance.

16

that is before this Committee this afternoon,

17

gentlemen, that there is -- let me phrase the

18

question this way.

19

your Department was doing its task, that the

20

appropriate thing for this body to consider is to

21

transfer those positions in Finance to Public Works

22

to continue to do the same work just under a

23

different Director's jurisdiction.

24
25

I'm assuming by the request

It makes sense to me that if

Since that is not the request, who in your
Department is doing the work and why wouldn't that
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position be transferred over to Public Works?
MR. VILA:

Well, the answer to that is the person -- well,

3

when we took over the program, it was not funded.

4

They said, DMV, you're going to be doing this

5

program.

6

staffing that's

nowhere was funded out of this

7

Beautification.

It's funded out of the Division.

8
9

10

You work it out.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And we had to use our

So what position did you utilize,

Mr. Vila?
MR. VILA:

That is presently a State-funded position, with

11

the logic there being that, hey, we are also pulling

12

vehicles from the County roadways, the highways, we

13

don't discriminate, and it's a State-funded position

14

that I've used which is designated for another

15

program, but they haven't -- the State has not

16

questioned us on that, and at this point that's why

17

it's not part of the transfer.

18

completely out of the Abandoned Vehicle Program,

19

then definitely it should have been transferred

20

over.

21

to commit that plus some more and -- and absorb the

22

workload from other areas.

23

Had it been funded

But in order to have this program run, I had

And I have to admit, your comments at the

24

last budget meetings that if positions are

25

designated for certain things, we should use them as
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1

such t but in this case no position was designated

2

for the coordination and removal of the Abandoned

3

Vehicle Program.

4

staff resources that I threw -- include periodically

5

to help run and maintain the auctions is also not

6

included in this.

7

equivalent full-time positions is really needed,

8

having administered this program since 1995.

9

complexity and the tracking and the requirements

My time and efforts and other

So I do feel that that two

The

10

that we have to comply with and track is really

11

needed.

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

All right.

Maybe you can tell us this

13

afternoon

14

derived by the auction to help supplement and take

15

care of the overhead of this program?

16

MR. VILA:

t

did you have no capability to use monies

The revenues derived through the auction

17

actually went back into the Highway Beautification

18

Fund t

19

the tows that's paid goes back into that fund.

20

you know t

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

that portion.

So any payments of

So if you're then -- your Department

21

could have asked for those positions to be funded

22

from that fund?

23

MR. VILA:

We could have.

However

t

I did ask for the

24

additional positions for the other areas t and I

25

don't know what my chance would have been.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Well, you need to have faith in the

Councilors.

3

MR. VILA:

I do, sir.

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

My follow-up question, then, to you is

5

since you mentioned that the current position in

6

your Division or your Department is totally funded

7

by the State or partially funded by the State?

8

MR. VILA:

9

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

That position is totally funded by the State.

Department's count?

11

MR. VILA:

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

And that still remains part of Finance

That is
It is specifically for Finance

Department use?

14

MR. VILA:

Yeah, it's under the grant program.

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

MR. VILA:

Under the grant program.

Yeah, State grant program, because that's the

17

only expense that they've ever paid for the removal

18

from the State highways.

19
20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, okay.

Thank you.

Thank you,

Mr. Chairman.

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

22

CHAIR KANE:

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Mr. Chair.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

Ms. Anderson.

One quick question.

Proceed.
On the first bill -- no, sorry,
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the second bill.

2

CHAIR KANE:

For the two equivalent personnel requests?

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right.

I just want to clarify

4

that there is a proviso underneath Section E,

5

Highway Beautification, it says, provided that

6

180,000 shall be for grants and disbursements for

7

Community Work Day, and then we have this new

8

request, Section 2, provided that disbursement for

9

salaries and premium pay is limited to two

10

equivalent personnel for the Abandoned Vehicle and

11

Scrap Metal Program.

12

Finance that if we were to approve this, it would

13

not in any way affect the number one proviso for

14

Community Work Day.

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

MR. YOUNG:

I just want clarification from

Clarification from Mr. Young.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Yes, Ms. Anderson, that

17

is correct, the 180 000 to Community Work Day is

18

already identified out of the Highway Beautification

19

Fundi yes.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

21

MR. YOUNG:

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

CHAIR KANE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

25

1

Specifically for that purpose?

Specifically for that purpose

I

yes.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.
Because we took this up in

Committee also, in my Committee

l

with regard to the
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1

arborists, because funding for tree trimming is also

2

to come out of the Highway Beautification Fund, and

3

because there -- I think the request that they had

4

made in my Committee, just to catch up, because

5

there's been no money, or very little money to do

6

tree trimming, is roughly $300,000, if you take

7

money out, am I correct that there will be little or

8

nothing left, then, for the tree trimming?

9

MR. YOUNG:

Ms. Johnson, you're correct.

I would say that

10

a very small amount of money has already been spent

11

out of the Highway Beautification Fund for tree

12

trimming.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, and this is a problem,

14

Mr. Chair, because one of the things that was

15

revealed during my Committee meeting in the past

16

session was this need to catch up because there has

17

traditionally been little or no money because all of

18

the money has basically been going into, you know,

19

our Abandoned Vehicle Program.

20

am going to want to address that during our budget

21

hearing, because, you know, they need money,

22

Community Work Day needs money, and also our tree

23

trimming needs money, just from a liability

24

perspective too.

25

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

So at some point I

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
Are there any further questions
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from the members?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Molina.
Yeah/ thank you very much,

One question for Mr. Young.

4

CHAIR KANE:

Proceed.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And maybe I guess Mr. Arakawa later

6

on could add his comments.

We have a $1.2 million

7

request, and from our discussions here today we

8

apparently have a vendor that's zoned appropriately

9

to store and process the vehicles and we're looking

10

at fully implementing the DAVAP program.

11

confident are you in that we can reduce the

12

proliferation of abandoned vehicles now that we have

13

this proposal of yours?

14

because I'm -- not that I don't want to see you

15

folks, but I'm hoping that we don't have future

16

requests like this for over a million dollars every

17

year.

18

this, in your mind, the cure all to reducing the

19

amount of vehicles -- abandoned vehicles that we

20

have on this island at this point in time?

21

MR. YOUNG:

How

And I ask this question

And with this proposal that you have, is

Well, I would say that the reason that the

22

amount is so much now is because a lot of the

23

resources in the fund has had to go towards a lot of

24

storage because we can't remove vehicles out of the

25

queue.

This is

abandoned vehicle problem here on
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1

Maui for some reason seems to be quite pronounced,

2

in that there's an awful lot of abandoned vehicles

3

seemingly that the County has to deal with.

4

any reduction in the proliferation really has to

5

go -- would be an attempt at an education campaign.

6

Because no matter what, however much money the

7

County says to this abandoned vehicle program, we're

8

only basically picking up people who are illegally

9

dumping trash on our roads.

I think

10

I think the Department of Public Works has

11

undertaken a very good step and approach, in that

12

the amount of funds that they would like to dedicate

13

towards a planning effort would go towards hopefully

14

reducing the annual operating expense going forward,

15

as exemplified in their thought of acquiring some

16

parcels in Pu'unene and maybe developing a strategy

17

to bring this program to -- in some way be closer as

18

a County function where it provided and serviced

19

through County efforts.

20

Also, this -- this appropriation here is

21

admittedly only a temporary measure, transition to

22

the end of the current fiscal year.

23

think would be good in that it's -- it would give

24

some other vendors the time and opportunity to get

25

into compliance, to enter the industry and the

This is
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1

marketplace so that there's more than simply one

2

provider.

3

competition, price reduction in terms of what the

4

County has to pay, so I think -- I'm optimistic that

5

that will further reduce the annual operating

6

expenses going forward.

And I believe that will add a level of

But as far as the proliferation of abandoned

7

8

vehicles, I would like to look at it as more of an

9

educational campaign, coupled with, as Ms. Johnson

10

earlier referenced

11

cost dedication method that targets either --

12

whether it be the public or that part of the County

13

or the State or the Feds or any other entity to help

14

reduce the amount of cost burden that's on the part

15

of the County for this program.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

t

some kind of cost sharing or

So you would be -- I guess take --

17

I guess the implementation of a disposal fee, for

18

lack of a better term, as it relates to abandoned

19

vehicles for the consumer to I guess take on?

20

MR. YOUNG:

Without understanding the full details of that

21

approach, I would think that some -- something in

22

that vein or nature would probably have to be

23

examined, yeah.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you.
Members, Chair has one question.
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1

Just for clarification, currently there is somebody

2

dealing with the abandoned vehicles in the

3

Department of Finance, and that's under the

4

direction of you, Mr. Vila?

5

recently or reassigned or?

6

MR. VILA:

That person was hired

There is one person, and that person was

7

hired -- well, that person has been coordinating

8

that program since we took it over in 1995.

9

CHAIR KANE:

I have a notification of personnel action

10

regarding a person who has been titled Abandoned

11

Vehicle Coordinator.

12

person?

13

occurred July 7th, 2004i is that the person that

14

we're talking about?

15

MR. VILA:

Is that that particular

And that's showing a personnel action that

Yes, but the funding remained the same when the

16

DMV reorganized.

17

everybody, and at that point it had already

18

developed to the level where one person, most of

19

her -- her entire's day function or weekly function

20

was for that, so we found that in the -- it's

21

actually Abandoned Vehicle Coordinator/PMVI, because

22

I needed to keep that State title in there --

23

CHAIR KANE:

24

MR. VILA:

25

CHAIR KANE:

We had -- we reclassified

To get the funding.
-- to get the funding, sir.
Okay, Members, a lot of information.
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1

Chair's going to call a recess, yeah, so we can,

2

what you call that, decompress a little.

3

there's more questions for Mr. Arakawa of Public

4

Works, as noted by some of you who had additional

5

lines of questions for the Director of Public Works.

6

Again, the Chair's aware of the time.

7

will call a recess.

8

promptly 5:15, so about 12 minutes of break.

9

let's recess.

10

RECESS:

11

RECONVENE:

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

14

I know

The Chair

We'll reconvene at let's say

We'll reconvene.

Okay,

(Gavel) .

5:03 p.m.
5 : 17 p. m.

(Gavel).

Okay, let's reconvene this Budget

and Finance Committee for February 1st.
Members, thank you for the short recess.

15

Again, I will recognize that some members may have

16

had some questions with respects to Mr. Arakawa.

17

The Chair is -- and I hope I'm not being premature,

18

but the Chair is ready to provide a recommendation,

19

but I will

20

additional questions or comments from members.

21

Mr. Molina.

22

I will hold off on that until I get

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you very much,

23

Mr. Chair.

During the break I was informed that

24

Mr. Arakawa -- Director Arakawa has a flight to

25

catch, so I will just withhold my questions and
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1

maybe get a response either in writing or from

2

Mr. Arakawa some other time.

3

and withhold my line of questions for him.

4

you.

5

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

So I'll just go ahead

Any further questions or comments

6

before the Chair makes the recommendation?

7

none.

8
9

Thank

Hearing

Members, after listening to the discussion,
the Chair's recommendation is as follows:

On your

10

first bill, under the item Abandoned Vehicles and

11

Scrap Metal Program General Fund, the Chair is

12

recommending that that number be amended to reflect

13

$825,000.

14

or, excuse me, described by Mr. Arakawa as being for

15

a long-term RFP process to do planning for an

16

eventual site that is going to be coming into play,

17

the Chair feels that that discussion -- we can

18

proceed with that discussion when we have

19

documentation to substantiate the request.

20

now we have nothing in front of us.

21

think the body does recognize that we will be

22

depending on the long-term plan, and I know that

23

this dollar amount was to start moving forward on

24

that, I think it's incumbent upon us to wait for

25

that documentation to back up the request of

The other 400,000 that was recognized

Right

And although I
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400,000.

2

Also, Members, the Chair is going to ask for

3

a deferral on the additional bill that's requested

4

for the two equivalent personnel.

5

discussion can also take place during the budget

6

process, and I think that will provide the

7

Department with additional time to prepare, as well

8

as members to prepare questions that will help them

9

make the necessary decision for this item.
So at this time, Members

10

I believe that

and I know Staff

11

has a couple of minor corrections, but the

12

recommendation at this time will be for the first

13

bill is to have a number there of $825,000.

14

Everything else will be -- the other bill will be

15

deferred.

16

the bill, again, Members, will be from 2004, will be

17

changed to 2005, and if we can allow Staff to make

18

the necessary adjustments to the numbers that will

19

be changed as a result of the change.

I know for

Tamara, if you can, please.

20
21

And the number for the date

MS. KOLLER:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just want to make

22

one note that we had had an earlier ordinance that

23

had passed where the Administration had originally

24

put money -- appropriating money in the Operating

25

Budget and we took -- they wanted 600,000 in
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Operating Budget.

2

in Capital, so that changes the totals for the total

3

Operating Budget, and I need -- will need to make

4

that change.

5

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

6

necessary changes.

7

floor.

8

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

10
11

12

CHAIR KANE:

We put 400 in Operating and 200

Members, so we'll make those
So the Chair's motion is on the

Can I have a motion?
Moved.
Second.

It's been moved and seconded by Members

Hokama and Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Discussion, Mr. Hokama.

Chairman, while I'm in support of your

13

recommendation, I can agree with you on the need to

14

move the Abandoned Vehicle Program forward, but in

15

speaking for it I would also ask, Chairman, under

16

your signature as the head of this Committee that

17

you would consider sending a written request for

18

comments back by the appropriate Departments,

19

whether it be Public Works, Finance, or Budget

20

Office.

21

like to State at this time.

Couple of questions, please, that I would

22

CHAIR KANE:

Proceed.

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

One, the first question, as I

24

understood it, five entities submitted a proposal.

25

One was disqualified, the other four went forward,
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1

and then one was chosen because it was the only

2

qualified one.

3

disqualified with the first one?

So how did the other three not get

4

Second question I would ask -- have you ask

5

on behalf of the Committee, Mr. Chairman, would be

6

if I heard it right, the use of POs to contract

7

services.

8

do not qualify to contract for service.

9

a problem with that, a major problem with that,

The program is such, Chairman, that POs
And I have

10

Mr. Chairman.

For those who have sat with me

11

throughout the years, we have learned the

12

disadvantages of a purchase order process.

13

bring to the members' recollection an incident when

14

Finance utilized a PO for a tree trimming contract

15

and the tree trimmer fell when the tree collapsed,

16

and it ended up in a very major and costly

17

settlement for this County because we didn't take

18

care of it in a contract.

19

concern.

20

can that be justified for a program that's being

21

asked $825,000.

And I

So that is my other major

And the reasons why if POs were used, how

I would say my third -- I will save my third

22
23

question upon response of the first two, Chairman.

24

Thank you.

25

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you very much.

We are in discussion,
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2

Members.

Any discussion?

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Thank you, Chairman.

I can support

3

your recommendation.

4

towards reducing the blight of abandoned vehicles in

5

the County.

6

be burdened by those who don't break the law.

7

like to see some type of enforcement stepped up to

8

catch these violators, and I think the idea that

9

Mr. Young shared with us about an education program

10

I think it's a good start

Unfortunately, there's a cost that must
I'd

will help reduce this problem that we have.
One question I have, Mr. Chair, is there a

11

assuming this

12

possibility -- or we will receive

13

passes, it will receive some type of report from the

14

Department, say a quarterly report as to how many

15

cars processed and -- just so we can be kept in the

16

loop as to what's happening with the DAVAP program?

17

CHAIR KANE:

This body can incorporate the question and

18

ask, or we can make a requirement in this amendment

19

for them to provide a report on this.

20

the will of this body to make that request, the

21

Chair has no problem with incorporating that into

22

the motion.

23
24

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I would like that considered,

Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

So if that's

Members?
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COUNCIL MEMBERS:

2

CHAIR KANE:

No objections.

There's no objections to acquiring a

3

report -- a quarterly report from the program

4

itself, so I guess since we already have an

5

Abandoned Vehicle Coordinator, it sounds like they

6

have an additional duty to provide a report on the

7

status of this particular program.

8

sure that that's incorporated without objections

9

from the members.

10

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

11

CHAIR KANE:

12

So we'll make

No objections.

Okay, further discussion?

Hearing none.

Members, we're voting, and again, it includes

13

the change to the year of the bill, as noted on the

14

top by Staff, as well as the change to the numbers

15

that are impacted by the -- by the previous action

16

of the Budget and Finance Committee -- excuse me, of

17

the previous Council as well as this body's

18

recommendation.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama.

Chairman, I would apologize, and if

20

I'm out of order, please so notify me.

My request

21

to you on behalf -- under your signature for

22

Committee response, if Corp. Counsel doesn't deem it

23

proprietary yet, I would like to know the parameters

24

of the bids.

25

one, low, X dollarsj number two, X dollars, whatever

And they can put it, you know, number
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1

it be if that is privileged information still at

2

this time.

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

6

Okay.
Because I'd like to know how it fits

with what we're being asked to approve.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

Unless Corporation Counsel deems it

7

inappropriate for us to have that information, we

8

will incorporate it into the questions that will be

9

posed in writing.

And the Chair will also provide

10

any member the opportunity -- we'll hold up on the

11

letter for I guess a couple of days, 48 hours, and

12

we'll ask if you have any additional questions that

13

you would like asked to provide your questions to

14

our Staff in writing and have that to Staff by the

15

end of Thursday, the 4th of February, and that way

16

we can have the letter out by the end of the week

17

for a response from the various entities or

18

agencies -- Departments, excuse me.
Okay, any further discussion?

19
20

Hearing none.

All in favor, say "aye."

21

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

22

CHAIR KANE:

Opposed?

23
24
25
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1

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll,
Johnson, Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Tavares.

VOTE: AYES:

2
3

4
5
6

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

7

8
9

10
11

CHAIR KANE:

Recommending FIRST READING of revised
bill and DEFER pending further
discussion.

Okay, let the record show it's unanimous.

Ms. Tavares is excused.

It's a recommendation of

this body to the full Council.
ITEM NO. 48:

AMENDING CDBG PROGRAM (DEPARTMENT OF FIRE
AND PUBLIC SAFETY, MOLOKAI)

12
13

CHAIR KANE:

Members, we have one more item to attend to.

14

If you recall, BF-48 was moved to end of calendar.

15

It has to do with the amending of Resolution 0261.

16

Thank you very much for Public Works resource

17

people, as well as Director of Finance.

18

very much, gentlemen.

19

Thank you

Members, the final item is the resolution

20

that was before us on BF-48.

I believe Ms. Hayashi,

21

working with Corporation Counsel, has provided us

22

with an amended version of the resolution, and I

23

believe that amendment would take place in the third

24

whereas, on page 1, which would now read generally

25

speaking for Molokai, to allow greater flexibility
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1

in meeting the needs of the island, and it does not

2

specify that this vehicle is going to be used

3

specifically for Hoolehua or Kaunakakai or this

4

case, as brought up by Mr. Hokama, Pukoo Station.

5

Okay, so we have the flexibility.

6

Ms. Hayashi has verified that the whole island of

7

Molokai qualifies for the low -- or, excuse me,

8

moderate to high qualification for the needs of

9

this.

10
11

I think

And can you verify that, please, Ms. Hayashi?
MS. HAYASHI:

Yes, thank you, Chair Kane.

For the record

12

and point of clarification, the request here is to

13

position the apparatus to serve the census tracks of

14

317 and 318, that's Kaunakakai and Hoolehua, which

15

is the island -- on the island of Molokai, and both

16

of those census tracks are identified, according to

17

the 2000 Census, to be within the low and moderate

18

income areas.

19

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you very much.

Okay, Members, without

20

any further discussion, it seems it's met the intent

21

of the discussion brought up by Mr. Hokama.

22

Chair will entertain a motion to adopt the

23

resolution and filing of the said communication.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So moved.

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Second.
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CHAIR KANE:

It1s moved and seconded by Members Mateo and

2

Pontanilla.

We are in discussion.

3

All in favor, say lIaye.

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

5

CHAIR KANE:

6

VOTE: AYES:

9

10
11

1I

Opposed?

7
8

Hearing none.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll,
Johnson, Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Tavares.

MOTION CARRIED.
Recommending ADOPTION of revised
resolution and FILING of communication.

ACTION:

12
13

CHAIR KANE:

Okay, it1s unanimous, Members.

It will move

14

forward as a recommendation of this body, with

15

Member Tavares excuse.
Members, we have no further business on this

16
17

afternoon1s agenda.

18

for our first meeting.

19

unanticipated length, but we got some good things

20

done that were necessary.

21

for your participation.

22

Member Tavares was unable to attend, but that1s

23

okay.

24

(Gavel) .

25

ADJOURN:

I know it1s 5:30, four hours
The Chair apologizes for the

So thank you very much
Attendance is great.

This meeting for February 1st is adjourned.

5:30 p.m.
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